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Field performance testing of hydraulic turbines is used to define the head-power- 

discharge relationship for a turbine/generator; this relationship is used to identiQ the peak 

operating point for a turbine. Of the variables used to determine this relationship, 

discharge is most difficult to measure accurately in real time and is most susceptible to 

measurement error. The velocity-area method of discharge measurement is favored by 

many hydroelectric utilities as it is well suited to application at low-head plants, and is 

therefore the subject of this research. 

Velocity data collected dunng field performance tests were used to compare discharge 

estimates obtained using various distributions of metering points. This analysis suggests 

that a? accurate estimate of discharge may be obtained by establishing the arrangement of 

rneasurement points based on the true intake velocity profile, rather than on an idealized 

velocity distribution. 

Laboratory testing was undertaken to investigate the results of the numerical analysis. 

Seven arrangements of velocity points were used to compute discharge through a mode1 

of a turbine intake. The reliability of discharge estimate was evaluated by cornparison to 

a reference discharge. The results of the laboratory testing are comparable to the 

numerical analysis and indicate that a more accurate discharge estimatc may be obtained 

with fewer velocity measurements combined with a numerical integration strategy than 

code based methods. 

An obsmed relationship between the horizontal velocity profile and unit discharge 

prompteci analysis of a Reduced Data Set (RDS) method of estimating discharge. Field 

data was used to investigate the statistical relationship between discharge and horizontal 

velocity profile at thne locations within the vertical travme. The analysis was used to 

evaluate the nliability of a discharge estimate mode bascd on the relationship between 

the two variables. The nsults of this anaiysis suggest that the relationship between 

horizontal velocity profile and discharge is stmngest in proximity to 0.1 1 D (fiom top and 

bonorn of the intakt). 
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1.1 Background 

Field performance tests of turbinefgenerator wiits are necessary for the efficient operation 

of a hydroelectric generating station. Performance test data are used to determine the 

head-power-discharge relationship for a turbinelgenerator unit; this relationship is used to 

identify the peak operating point for a turbine. The accurate measurement of the 

variables which influence the efficiency of a turbine is critical to the economic and 

efficient generation of hydroelectric power as a small deviation fiom a turbindgenerator 

unit's peak operating point cm result in significant economic losses. 

Objectives for deterrnining operating curves for turbinelgenerator units include efticient 

and economical generation of electricity, evaluating turbine manufacturer guarantees, 

measuring the need for turbine maintenance, and quantifjing the benefits realized fiom 

turbine upgrades. Ancillary objectives include responsible use of water resources, as 

well as decreased fish mortality. An additional bniefit of operating at maximum 

efliciency is reduced cavitation damage to the turbine blades as the point of best 

effciency typicaliy coincides with minimum vibrations. 

The variables required to establish the operating curves for a turbindgenerator unit are 

discharge, heaâ, and power. Of these variables, discharge is most difficult to mesure 

accunitely. Head and power gcneration are recorded on an hourly basis; this is routine 

for plant operation. Discharge, howevcr, is not normally messurecl as it is difficult to 

estimate accurately in real tirne. Various techniques pre available to measure discharge. 

The suitability of a givm method depends on the flow rate, head, and turbine intak 

characttristics. 



The velocity-area method for discharge measurement is favored by many hydroelectric 

utilities, because it is well-suited to low-head plants with short, converging intakes. This 

method involves traversing an array of propeller-type flow meters (i.e., Ott Type A) 

mounted on a rigid horizontal h e  across the f l ~ w  at the intake stopiog guides. The 

appropriate summation of the gnd of point measurements of velocity, times the 

corresponding area within the rnetenng plane, yields an estimate of the discharge. 

1.2 Objectives of thk Research 

The complex nature of the velocity profile at the intake of a low-head plant makes it 

difficult to determine the appropnate sampling strategy to accurately represent the 

velocity profile. Although the codes which govem the testing of hydraulic turbines 

specify a distribution and summation of velocity measurements to estimate discharge, the 

codes do not agree on the number, or the distribution of velocity measurements required 

to adequately sample the velocity profile. 

The objective of this research is to improve the velocity-area method of discharge 

m e a s m e n t .  Given the complex nature of the intake velocity profile typical of low- 

head plants, it may be advantageous to develop a sampling strategy that reflects the 

variability in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions. It is anticipated that the results 

of this research may be used to improve the accuracy and efficiency of discharge 

measurement . 

1.3 Ouflhe 

An overview of peifomance testing, outlining the need for testing, and the methods of 

establishing opcrating curves, Ath a focus on low-head plants, follows in Chapter 2. 

Also included in Chapta 2 is a review of the litcraturc peitallllng to hydraulic eficiency 

testing, with a focus on discharge measwanmt at low-head plants and the associated 

difficulties. Since the codes which govm hydraulic efficiency tcsting do not agree on 



either the nurnber or the distribution of velocity measurements necessary to estimate 

discharge, Chapter 3 provides a cornparison of discharge estimates (based on field data) 

resulting îrom the different distributions of metering locations. as outlined in the testing 

codes. Included in the analysis is an evaluation of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature 

numerical integration method, which is proposed as a noncode-based method to estimate 

discharge. Chapter 4 presents the laboratory model used to test the numerical analyses 

outlined in Chapter 3. The post processing of data is described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 

presents the data collected using the laboratory model, as well as an analysis of the data. 

Chapter 7 explores the statistical relationship between discharge and the horizontal 

velocity profile at a given location in the vertical traverse. Chapter 8 surnmarizes the 

research and provides conclusions that may be drawn from the analysis. Included in this 

chapter are recornmendations for further research in both laboratory and field 

environmen ts. 



In general, performance tests are used to determine either relative or absolute ef'ficiency. 

Tests used to determine relative efficiency are index tests, and are used primarily to 

assess the manufacturer's guaranty (Voadm, 195 1 ; Voigt, 1989) . Absolute efficiency 

tests are used to define operating curves for Rubinelgenerator units and use unit discharge 

in their calculation of efiiciency. The principle difference between relative and absolute 

efficiency tests is, in the case of absolute tests, it is necessary to determine the flow rate 

(Almquist et. al., 1995); index tests determine eficiency relative to a reference discharge. 

There are three pnmary objectives for conducting performance tests of hydroelectric 

turbine/generator units. The first objective is to measure the variables which define 

generating efficiency, i.e., head, power, and discharge. From the relationship between 

these variables it is possible to establish performance curves for a hydraulic 

nirbinelgenerator unit. Performance curves are used to operate turbines at their most 

efficient operating point, i.e., best gate. A second objective is to provide the hydraulic 

relationships required for accurate calculations of discharge through the unit; this 

information is useful for the management of water resources, as well as determining 

eficiency of power generation. A third objective is to quanti@ the benefits realized fiorn 

turbine maintenance measures (Ham & Louka, 1996). 

2.1 EqwUonr and Theory 

Evaluation of hydroelccûic performance rquires measurcmmt of flow, effwtive head, 

and electncaî output. Of these variables, absolute discharge is typically the most difficult 

to measun and is most susceptible to mcssurcmcnt error. Hydraulic head is readily 

obtained h m  the différence bctwm the forebay and tailrace water surfiwe elevations. 



Power output for each turbine is accurately measured and monitored as part of routine 

plant operation. 

The efficiency of power generation, when related to discharge, can be used to establish 

operating c w e s  for turbindgenerator units. These operating curves are essential to 

optimize the efficiency of power generation. Among the advantages of operating a 

turbine at its most efficient operating point are: responsible use of water resources, and 

minimizing cavitation damage, as typically the point of peak efficiency also coincides 

with minimum vibrations (Howe, 1995). 

By definition, efficiency is the ratio of the power output, to the powex 

where P is the power output, p is the density of water, g is the 

input given by 

(2- 1 

acceleration due to 

gravity, Q is the volumetric water flow rate, H is the difference between the headwater 

and tailwater elevations, and q is efficiency (Almquist et. ni., 1995). 

Power output is measured either as the shafi power delivered by the turbine to the 

generator, or as the electrical power delivered by the generator, and is typically measured 

by a watt-hour meter. Using shaft power as P in equation (2.1) detemines turbine 

eflciency; electrical power measures the combined efficiency of the turbine and 

generator unit, and is nfened to as unit eflciency. The denominator of equation (2.1) is 

the power input, or the power of the water passing through the unit that is available for 

conversion to elecûicity. Power input varies according to unit discharge and head. 

From Bernoulli, the total hydraulic head is given as the sum of the potential, pressure, 

and velocity heads, exprased as 



P where z is the potential head available (measured as height above datum); - is the 
Y 

pressure head (measured as the ratio of pressure at z to the specific weight of water, y ); 

and. L is the velocity head ( v  is velocity and g is acceleration due to gravity), and a 
2g 

is the kinetic energy correction factor for non-uni form flow (Craeger and Justin, 1 927). 

The difference between the forebay and tailrace water surface elevations is defined as 

gross head, as illustrated in figure 2.1; gross head is the s u m  of the potential and pressure 

heads. As gross head does not take into account the losses that occur as the water passes 

through the unit (i.e., kinetic energy losses), net head is used as the effective hydraulic 

head available for power generation. 

Net head is the hydraulic head, or energy available to the turbine for conversion to 

rotational energy. It is equivalent to the gross head, less the losses due to the trash rack, 

intake, scroll case, and exit losses, as well as the losses that occur at the draft tube outlet. 

2.2 Homologous Equations 

Stationarity of testing conditions such as head and power output, dunng performance 

testing is important to ensure that the velocity data collected during a single test are 

cornmensurate. Forebay and tailwater levels are recorded continuously throughout 

performance testing , and as part of routine plant operation. As show in figure 2.1, the 

difference between these water sUIf8ce elevations is the head available for power 

generation. Gross hcad is affected by plant discharge as well as backwater effccts. Since 

(both gross and net) head infîuences both efficiency and discharge, it is necessary to 

correct for the fluctuations in head that take place during the course of a single 

perfommce test. As plant discharge varies with powcr grneration, it is unlikely that 

coutant plant discharge will be maintaincd for the duration of an intake traverse, and less 

likely that constant conditions will be maintainad for the cornpletc performance test 



schedule of a unit. A complete test schedule involves measuring unit performance at 

numerous gate settings. This process is lengthy and increases with the size of the turbine 

intake, nurnber of gate setting, and in the case of variable pitch turbines, number of blade 

angles tested. 

Homologous equations are used to correct performance test data for changing conditions. 

These equations relate power, head, and discharge values. Using the homologous 

equations allows a cornparison of performance test data collected at different conditions 

of head, and power output (Winstone, 1989). In addition, as in the case of conducting 

acceptance tests to verify turbine manufacturer guarantees, homologous equations are 

used to compare the results of performance tests conducted at rated head, to the tested 

head. The homologous equations used to relate discharge, power, and head are given by 

Winstone (1 989) 

where Ql is the flow at rated head conditions and Q2 is the flow at testing conditions. 

Hl is the mted head and H, is the head at testing conditions. 8 is the rat4 power 

and P, is the power at tcsting conditions. 

2.3 P8cfOmance fesb Methds 

An accurate measwcment of discharge, is difficult to obtain but is central to the efficient 

management of watcr resources. In addition, masuring absolute discharge is essential to 



detennining absolute power generation efficiency. Five techniques have been used to 

measure the discharge through a turbine (Winstone, 1989); they include: Gibson 

pressure-time, tracer dilution, Allen salt velocity, acoustic, and velocity-area methods. 

The suitability of a given method depends on the characteristics of the turbine, intake 

conduit, as well as the hydraulic charactenstics of the plant (Le., head and discharge) 

(Hecker and Nystrom, 1987). 

The following presents a discussion of these discharge measurement methods with the 

objective of providing a general background into the discharge measurement component 

of hydraulic performance testing. Particular attention is given to the suitability of each 

method to low-head plants, with short, converging intake conduits. In addition, the codes 

which govem the performance testing of hydraulic turbine/generator units will be 

reviewed. 

2.3.1 Gibson Pressure-Time 

The Gibson pressure-time method of discharge rneasurement is used to determine 

absolute discharge. This technique uses the differential pressure required to decelerate a 

mass of water between two piezometer stations in a straight section of penstock. From 

the time integral of the pressure-time relationship, it is possible to derive the momentum 

exerted by the mass of water, and hence the rate of flow (Nystrom, 1991). 

The procedure for conducting pressure-timc mcaswements is as follows. Primary 

hydraulic testing parameters such as gste opming, forebay and tailrace water leveis, 

hydraulic pressures, and generator output are collecteci, as part of the test data set. The 

turbindgenerator unit is set at the d e s i d  gate opening, for a short stabilization period. 

The wicket gates are abniptly closed, and simultaneous pressure measunments are made 

at two piezometer stations. Whm wnducting the pressure-timc test, it is important to 

have steaày conditions of head and discharge during the tirne of wickct gate closure. 



This method of discharge measwement is best suited to plants with long conduits that 

have two well-spaced metering sections for pressure rneasurement. The prirnary 

disadvantage of this method is the disruption to normal plant operation, as a load 

rejection is required for full closure of the wicket gates (Levesque, 1994). 

2.3.2 Tracer Dilution 

The tracer dilution method uses a continuous injection of a conservative tracer, at a 

known concentration and flow rate, to measure unit discharge. The dye is injected at the 

intake and the concentration is measured at the draA tube outlet. Using a mass balance, 

the ratio of the initial concentration, to the concentration in the draft tube, multiplied by 

the rate of dye injection, yields the total discharge. 

As the accuracy of this method relies on the rate of mixing as well as complete mixing of 

the tracer it is not well-suited to low-head plants with short penstocks, as it is not possible 

to guarantee complete mixing (Nystrom, 1991 ; Winstone, 1989). 

2.3.3 Transit fime (Allen Salt Velocity) Method 

The transit time method uses the travel time of a cloud of salt water injected into a 

control volume to measure discharge. The conductivity of the salt b ine  solution is used 

to measure the travel tirne. Elcctrodes are used to establish a conductance trace for the 

salt water cloud, with the transit tirne calculated as the diffemce between the centroid of 

the two conductivity traces. Among the disadvantages of this method, is the disniption to 

plant operations which aises due to the time requird to install and remove the testing 

quipmmt. Since the accuracy of the transit tirne method incrcases with transit time, this 

method is best suited to plants with long pnistocks (Spencer. 1986; Levesque 1987). 



Acoustic Methods 

Acoustic discharge measurement techniques are relatively new technology for 

hydroelectric performance testing. They were originally developed for oceanographic 

flow measurement and have recent ly been developed for application in hydroelec tric 

turbine discharge measumnent (Birch & Lemon, 1995). Acoustic methods cm be 

divided into three categories: Doppler, scintillation, and transit-time. Doppler measures 

the phase shift of an acoustic pulse to detemine the component of the flow along the 

acoustic path. This principle assumes flow homogeneity along the acoustic path. 

Scintillation uses the time delay in the "signature" of an acoustic pulse to detennine 

velocity. Both methods use an array of separate transmitters and receiven. Transit time 

acoustic velocimetry is based on the principle that the velocity of an acoustic signal is 

influenced by the velocity component of the medium parallel to the direction of acoustic 

propagation (Gawne, 1997). The average water velocity along a path between a pair of 

acoustic cells is determined by the difference in the travel time of the upstrearn and 

downstream acoustic signals. Problems associated with the acoustic method are accurate 

positioning of the transducers when applying integration methods that use a fixed 

weighting scheme, such as Gauss Jacobi. Voser et al. (1996) have developed a method of 

improving acoustic flow measurement by incorporating positioning error into the 

weighting scheme used in Gauss-Jacobi quadrature integration. Accurate alignment of 

the acoustic pairs is also critical to meaningful results. It has been shown that 

misalignment of acoustic paths can lead to significant emrs (Grego, 1996; Sugishita 

1 996). 

Among the advantages of acoustic methods are the ability to perfom continuous 

sampling of the velocity profile, minimum disruption to normal plant operation, and a 

rra1 time flow measurcment. Due to the relatively ment application of acoustic methods 

to hydroulic pcrfomance tcsting, the codes do not include acoustic methods in cumnt 

testing codes (Hecker and Nystrom, 1987). 



Of the methods available for measuring unit discharge, the velocity-area method is 

favored by many hydroelectric utilities because of its relatively iow start-up costs and 

ease of application (Levesque, 1987). In addition, when the metenng plane is located at 

the intake stop-log guides minimal disruption to normal plant operation is required. 

The velocity-area method involves traversing an array of propellers (Ott type A), 

mounted as s h o w  in figure 2.2, across the intake velocity profile. This process is 

repeated for numerous power settings, and in the case of variable pitch turbines, blade 

angles, to determine the operating curves for a turbinelgenerator unit. 

The Ott meters (figure 2.3) provide a point measurement of velocity based on the number 

of propellet revolutions within a given time interval. The number of revolutions is 

converted into a time averaged velocity measurement using tow tank caiibration 

equations. The location of velocity measurement, or metering plane, depends on site 

specific characteristics. In the case of high-head plants, with long penstocks, the 

metering plane is located within the penstock, where the flow profile is fully-developed 

(Nguyen et. al., 1 99 1) . In these circumstances, the meters are located in fixed positions, 

appropnately distributed across the metering plane. At low-head plants, with short intake 

conduits, the metering plane is typically located at the intake stoplog guides. The 

advantage of locating the metering plane at the intake is it is possible to traverse the flow 

at the intake, rather than de-watenng the unit and locating the curent meters at fixed 

positions. The number of point velocity measurements required to ensure accurate 

integration of the velocity profile is dependent on the size of the conduit (Halas et. al., 

1991), providecl that the velocity profile is fully-developed. 

2.4 Pedbnrnce Testing Codes 

Four codes goveni the performance testing of hydraulic turbines: the Amcrican Society of 

Mechmical Engincers (ASME PTC-18, 1992), the International Standards Organization 



(ISO 33 54, 1973, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC 4 1, 1 99 1 ), and the 

German code @IN, 1948) for hydraulic efficiency testing. These codes outline the 

procedures, limitations, and specifications to be met when conducting performance tests. 

The codes differ primarily with respect to the number, and distribution of velocity 

measumnents, or metering points, used to sample the velocity profile. 

Al1 performance testing codes recommend that the intake velocity profile be measured at 

a location where the fiow profile is fully-developed. If the velocity profile is measured in 

a penstock, the location of velocity measurernent (i.e., the metering plane), must be 

located a sufficient distance, both upstream and downstrearn, from any bends or changes 

in cross-section. These conditions are meant to ensure fblly-developed flow exists; the 

velocity profile for fully-developed flow is represented by Von Karman's l/n power law, 

shown in figure 2.4a. For low-head plants the metenng plane is typically located at the 

emergency stop-log guides, where the flow profile is typically converging, and not fully- 

developed. A typical velocity profile for these non-ideal conditions is given in figure 

2.4b. In this case flow modifications, such as bell-mouth nozzle, are necessary to obtain 

the required velocity profile. However such flow modifications are quite costly, and 

consequently, not implemented. As a result, the metenng plane is often located where 

the velocity profile is much different from the idealized flow profile required by 

performance testing code. A bief outline of each of the performance testing codes as 

they appiy to the velocity-area method of discharge measurement at a low-head plant 

follows* 

2.4.1 American Society of Mechanical Engineets (ASME PTC-18) 

For measwments in closed conduits, the ASME PTC-18 (1992) recommends an 

arrangement of at least 26 velocity measufcmcnts, and associated weights to represent the 

velocity profile. Figure 2.5 shows the arrangement of velocity measumncnts, as well as 

the wcights aursociated with each measunment. The location of metenng points, as well 



as the weights assigned to each measunment is based on a log-linear method of 

integration and is contingent upon hlly-developed turbulent flow. 

Discharge using the log-linear integration method is calculated based on a weighted 

average of velocity measurcments, i.e., 

where k, is the weight given in figure 2.6, vi is the conesponding velocity, and is the 

average weighted velocity. 

Discharge is calculated by 

where A is the area of the metering plane. The primary advantage of the ASME log- 

lincar integration method is the relatively small nurnber of velocity measurements 

required to estimate discharge. 

2.4.2 International Standards Organizetion (ISO 3354) 

The mangement of point velocity estimates recornmended by the ISO 3354 (1975) is 

based on the assumption of a velocity profile that can be represented by a mathematical 

relationship, i.e., a lln power law for the velocity distribution in fully-developed, 

turbulent flow conditions. Based on this assumption, a minimum of 25 metering points, 

arranged in a 5x5 gid,  is used to sarnple the velocity profile. ISO specifies arranging the 

velocity measments in such a way that equal flow passes through each element, 

thmby placing the same importance on each measuremmt point. Dischargc is calculated 

based on the product of vclocity, timcs flow ano. 



2.4.3 lntemetionel Elecfrotechnical Commission (IEC 4 1) 

The IEC 41 (1991) states that if the metering plane is located so as to satisfy the 

assumption of fully-developed, turbulent flow, then the number and distribution of 

metenng points need only be sufficient to adequately represent the flow profile. Given 

the flow conditions which prevail at low-head plants, the IEC does not advocate using the 

velocity-area technique to measure discharge. Provideci that the requirement of unifom 

flow profile is upheld, the IEC recormnends a minimum of 25 velocity measurements be 

used to estimate discharge. Should a non-uniform velocity profile exist, the nurnber of 

metering points should be between 2 4 6  and 3 6 c ,  where A is the area of the 

metering plane in [mZ]. 

2.4.4 Geman Testhg Code 

The German code for hydraulic efficiency testing defines three representative elements 

(i.e., interior, edge, and corner) within the metering plane. Discharge through an interior 

element is calculated by using the average of the four comer velocities, multiplied by the 

element area. Flow in proximity to a boundary (Le., an edge element) is calculated as 

which yields 

where W is the width of an element, H is the height of an element, and Y, = (v ,  + v , )  1 2  

is the average edge velocity; v, and v2 are measurd point velocities. 

Discharge through a corner elmmt is based on the fonnula for edge flow, cxpanded to 

account for the additional edge influence. The resulting fonn is givm by 



W y."' X 
'Q= of] C d x d y ,  

y=* x-0 

which yields 

where V' is the measured point velocity near the corner. The total discharge is computed 

fiom the summation of the discharge through al1 elements. 

The Gennan code recommends using between 203/A and 401/A metering points for a 

rectangular cross-section, where A is the area [m2] of the intake. Table 2.1 shows the 

relative location of the metering points as a function of intake width. The vertical 

distribution of metenng points is detemined in the same manner as the horizontal 

distribution; i.e., the vertical distribution of metering points is determined by simply 

setting M in table 2.1 equal to the height of the intake. The horizontal and vertical 

distribution of metering points defined by the Geman testing code is based on an ideal 

velocity profile described by a lln power law, where n varies fiom 7 to 10. 

In addition to specimng the distribution of metenng points to be used to represent the 

velocity profile, the German code stipulates a minimum horizontal spacing of at least one 

propellcr diameter between any metenng point and the flow boundaries, as well as 

between adjacent metering points. The space-fiame tmss useâ to traverse the intake 

velocity profile must also meet code specificatiow. In particular, the projecteâ area of 

the apparatus usad to traverse the intake may not exceed 2% of the gross metering area. 

The propella must be mounted on support amis projectsd at least one meter (Ave 

propellcr dimeters h m  the main support of the truss. A minimum sarnple length of two 

minutes is requucâ for each metering section. 



Given the relatively high density of metenng point required, the Germa. code yields a 

relatively accurate estirnate of discharge, even when the velocity profile is less than ideai. 

Mikhail(1992) has estimated the Geman method of computing discharge to be accurate 

to approximately 2%. It is, however, relatively labor intensive due to the high density of 

metering points required. 

Table 2.1 Gerrnan distribution of velocity rneasurements. M is the width of the intake in 

meters. x is the number of metenng points. 

2.5 Performance Cumes 

In addition to discharge, head and power arc recordcd as part of performance test data. 

Fram the Somation collected b u g h  field pdonnance tests, it is possible to 

detennine the operating curves for turbindgencrator units. Operathg CUTVCS are basad on 
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the relationship between emciency, discharge, and head, or head, gate and power. 

Typically, a series of efficiency curves are generated for varying head conditions. The 

set of operating curves for a typical low-head turbinelgenerator unit are given in figure 

2.6. 



Figure 2.1. Cross-section of a low-head ~rbine unit. The di fference between forebay 
and taiirace water surface elevations is gross head. The metering plane is 
located at the intake stop-log guides. 



Figure 2.2. An aluminum space-kame tmss is used for traversing the Ott meters across 
the intake. The meters are mounted on 1 m long support arms that are 
extended into the flow during data collection. 

Figure 2.3. Ott type-A propellers used to collect velocity data. The meten provide a 
point estimate of velocity by recordhg the number of propeller revolutions. 
The number of revolutions is converted to a velocity baseci on ciiiïoration 
equations specific to each meter. 



Figure 2.4 (a) Theoretical (idealized) velocity profile represented by Von Karman's 
power law for turbulent fùlly-developed pipe flow. The velocity profile 
is given by a l/n power-law; in this figure n=7. 

Figure 2.4 (b). The measund velocity profile shown above was obtained from the center- 
line of a vatical traverse at Pine Falls; unit 5, intakc A. The test was 
conducted Octoba 1989. Measund velocities are shown by '0'. 



Figure 2.5. Distribution of velocity measurements and weights used in ASME log-linear 
method of discharge estiamtion. The weighting scheme tends to place more 
emphasis on velocity measurements through the (horizontal and vertical) 
center of the intake and less empahsis on those measurements in proximity to 
the flow boundaries. 





3. f Introduction 

The codes for the performance testing of hydraulic turbines rely on a (theoretical) fully- 

developed fiow profile to establish the distribution of metering points used in the 

velocity-area method of discharge estimation. Cornparison of the theoretical and 

idealized profiles (Figures 2.4a and 2.4b) suggests that the two profiles are not 

cornmensurate. As the theoretical profile is used to determine the location of the velocity 

measurernents, the discrepancy between these two profiles raises questions about the 

reliability and efficacy of positioning the metering points for low-head plants according 

to an unsatisfied idea1iz.d flow profile requriement. 

If the assumed fully-developed flow condition is not satisfied, it may be advantageous to 

position the metenng points to judiciously resolve the existent or anticipated velocity 

profile. A numerical technique well-suited to this task is the Gauss-Legendre quadrature 

integration method. This integration method requires fùnctional values (i.e., velocity) at 

non-uniformly spaced points in the plane of integration. The primary advantage of this 

method is a complex velocity profile can be very closely approximated with relatively 

few velocity measumnents. 

The primary objective of this chapter is to use a densely spaced array of metering points 

to compare estimates of discharge according to the ASME and Geman code based 

estimates of discharge. An altemative nontode based method of resolving and 

integrating the velocity profile using Gauss-Lcgcndrc quadrature integration is also 

considend. The discharge estimates cornputcd using these methods an compand using 

data collccted during turbine perfomsnce tests. 



3.2 Code Specifications 

Four codes govem the performance testing of hydraulic turbines, Geman. ASME, IEC, 

and ISO. The hydraulic testing codes that will be used in this analysis are the Geman 

and ASME codes as both specify the number and distribution of metering points to be 

used to sample the intake velocity profile. The IEC and ISO standards will not be 

considered in this analysis as they do not provide a specific distribution of metering 

points. 

3.3 Gauss-Legendre Quadrature Method 

Given the discrepancy between measured and theoretical velocity profiles, such as that 

show in figures 2.4a and 2.4b, an alternative method of sampling the velocity profile 

which optimizes a fit to the actual velocity profile could improve the accuracy of 

computing discharge. As the velocity profile is not known a priori, the number of 

metering points should be cornmensurate with the anticipated, (or previously measured) 

profile. A numerical technique well-suited to this task is the Gauss-Legendre quadrature 

method of integration. This integration method requires functional values (in this case 

velocity) at non-uniformly spaced points in the plane of integration. The primary 

advantage of this method is the discharge of a complex velocity profile can be very 

closely approximated with relatively few measurements. 

The acoustic method of discharge measurement applies a variant of the Gauss Legendre 

quadrature method of integration, known as Gauss-Sacobi for discharge measurement in a 

penstock, because of its accuracy and efficiency (Voser et ab, 1996; ASME, 1992). 

Voser et al. (1996) have shown that 8 acoustic paths (in 2 crossed planes) in fùlly- 

devcloped turbulent pipe flow can be uscd to measure discharge accurately (4% error). 

The Gauss-Legendre quadrature (hminafkr denotcd GLQ) method exactly integrates a 

polynomial of order 211-1 using n points. For an arbitrary velocity profile, v(x), between 

spatial locations xl and xi,  the integral of the profile is given by 



For GLQ integration the integration limits are transformed fiom x, + x2 to -1 + +1. 

The resulting integal is 
+I 

which may discretely expnssed as 

wherefix) denotes the transformed velocity profile. wi is a Gauss-Legendre weight and n 

is the number of points to be used. The position of the (transformed) velocity 

measurements, ~ ( x J ,  required for an n point GLQ integration, and the corresponding 

weights, wi, are given in Table 3.1. 

To determine the integral of a surface, for example, the discharge associated with a 

velocity profile through an intake, the function is sirnply integrated in one-dimension to 

reduce the problem to a line-integral, then integrated again to obtain the required value. 

Unlike the German and ASME codes, GLQ integration does not position the metering 

points according to an expected theoretical profile; rather, the metering points are located 

at the zeros of a Legendre polynornial. 



Table 3.1 Gauss Quadrature Weights and Function Arguments for n Point Quadrature 

(fiom Chapra & Canale, 1988) 

The data used in this analysis were collected during performance tests conducted at the 

Pine Falls Generating Station during October 12Ih to 24", 1989. Pine Falls is part of the 

Manitoba Hydro system and is located on the Winnipeg River. It is a low-head plant 

(4 m) with six fixed blade turbines yielding a maximum production of 82 MW. Each unit 

has 3 intake openings rneasunng 4.4 m (wide) x 8.1 m &fi). 

Each intake trash rack was cleaned pnor to testing. The turbines were tested one at a 

time. The perfomance tests were conductcd in accordance with the Gennan code for 

hydraulic efficiency testing. Propeller-type flow meters (figure 2.3) w m  mounted on a 

rigid support h e  and traversed across the intake at the ernergency stop log gains for 

various gate settings. Fnimes wen traverse simultaneously across al1 thm intakes when 

testing a given unit. The distribution of metering points is show in figure 3.1. A 

7 (horizontal) x 12 (vatical) grid of metering points was obtained for each intake with 

close spacing in the vicinity of the flow boudaries and fewer points through the center of 



the intake where the velocity profile is assumed to be more uniforni. The horizontal and 

vertical dimensions have been non-dimensionalized to show the relative location of the 

metering points in the intake and to indicate the horizontal and vertical symmetry of the 

metering point distribution. Estimates of velocity are based on two minute averages as 

delineated by German performance testing CO&. The testing of each unit (at a given gate 

setting) takes approximately one hour (12 metering levels at 2 minutes each, carriage 

traversing time, data acquisition start-up logging, etc.). During this time the conditions 

are monitored to ensure stationarity, i.e., forebay and tailrace elevations are monitored 

during the course of a test. 

Hyâraulic performance testing was conducted for al1 six units. Testing was undertaken 

for turbine wicket gate settings of 4O,6O, 70,80, 85,90 ,95 ,  and 100 %. The data from 

al1 of the units were examined, however the analysis here focuses on unit 3 (a center unit) 

with relatively little velocity structure and unit 6 (an end unit) with considerable velocity 

structure. 

3.4.1 Data lnterpoletion 

The ASME log-linear and the Gauss quadrature integration techniques require velocity 

measurements at points close to, but not coincident with the measurements obtained at 

Pine Falls. in order to obtain the appropriate velocity measurements it was necessary to 

interpolate between the measured points. MATLABm algorithms were used to perform 

2-D cubic spline interpolation on the measured velocity data. Cubic splines were used 

for the interpolation for several reasons. First, a cubic spline provides an exact fit to the 

data. Second, the use of cubic splhes avoids the pitfdls of over-fitting the data with 

high-order polynomials. A cubic spline ensures that the slope (first derivative) and 

cwaturc (second derivative) are continuouil at each of the measured points, thus 

pronding a fit simila to that of a flexible cuve. The 2D cubic spline interpolation was 

p a f o d  as follows. Cubic splines w m  fit to cach of horizontd and vertical array of 

points. nie nsulting (unique) cubic spiincd suhwe provided a parametne description of 



the intake velocity profile that could then be interpolated to the desired resolution to 

obtain velocity estimates at the required locations. 

Figure 3.2a shows the velocity profile obtained fiom the 84 metering points while 

f i g w  3.2b shows the velocity profile resulting fiom the 2-D cubic spline interpolation. 

One of the primary visual differences between these figures is the points in figure 3.23 

are comected by straight line segments while those in figure 3.2b are connected by cubic 

splines. 

The interpolated velocity profiles through units 3 and 6 are shown in figures 3.3 and 3.4, 

respectively. These figures indicate the range in velocity structure that c m  occur. The 

flow through unit 3, intakes A, B. and C, is relatively uniforni. The vertical structure in 

the flow is due, in part, to the large horizontal 1-bearns that support the trash rack. Unit 6, 

an end unit, has considerably more variation than center unit 3. As for unit 3, the vertical 

variation in the flow through unit 6 intake is due, in part, to the large horizontal 1-beams 

supporiing the trash rack. However, the intakes of unit 6 exhibit considerably more 

horizontal and vertical velocity structure than the unit 3 intakes. Since the trash racks 

were cleaned prior to testing the observed variation in velocity is not believed to be due 

to debris on the trash racks. The flow through the intakes of unit 6 are not atypical of the 

velocity stmcture observed et the intake of low-head hydroelectnc plants. However, 

these time averaged velocity profiles are clearly a marked departure from fully-âeveloped 

flow. 

3.4.2 Discharge Estimates 

The discharge was computed for each unit and for al1 8 wicket gate settings using the 

Geman code, ASME code, and nxm point GLQ integration. Figure 3.5 shows the 

location of the 26 metering points nquircd by ASME code relative to the 7x12 @d of 

metering points ( b d  on the Gcmian code) measurtd during the performance teeting at 

Pine Falls gaimathg station. To fit the vertical struchue obsmcd for the three unit 3 



intakes (figure 3.3) would require a minimum of an 8' order polynomial. Since an n 

point GLQ exactly integrates a polynomial of order Zn-1, a minimum of 5 points are 

required in the horizontal direction. Allowing for comparable variation in the horizontal 

velocity structure, 4x5, 5x5, and 5x6 GLQ integrations were examined. Figures 3.6 a-c, 

show the location of the metenng points required for a 4x5, 5 x 5 ,  and 5x6 GLQ 

integration. 

The locations of velocity measurements required to compute the discharge according to 

ASME code and an n x m point GLQ are al1 located within the array of metered points. 

Although it would have been interesting to investigate a denser array of GLQ points (i.e., 

6x6, 6x7, etc.) the measured data prohibited using more than a 5x5 GLQ integration, as 

the points required for a denser array lie outside of the measured array. 

Table 3.3 provides a summary of the discharge estimates computed using the Gennan, 

ASME, and nxm GLQ integration method. In addition, the volume under each splined 

surface was computed numerically to provide a reference time-averaged discharge, 

denoted QI; this should provide the most accurate estimate of the discharge through each 

intake and was therefore chosen as the reference. The relative error (expressed as a 

%age) associated with the various estirnates of discharge is defined here as 

reiutive error = - Q ~  x 100% (3 *4) 
QR 

where Qi denotes either the Gennan, ASME, or m m  GLQ estimate of discharge, and QR 

is the refermcc discharge. Since the relative c m r  can be positive (over-prediction) or 

negativc (under-prdiction), the standad deviation of the relative emr was also 

computed to indicate the variation of the average relative crror; this quantity is given in 

brackets following the average relative mor. 

An examination of table 3.2 indicatm that German code consis tdy over-estimatcs the 

discharge for unit 3 by ~t0ximsteIy 3.30(0.30)%, while the ASME code under- 



estimates the discharge by approximately 1.38(0.72)%. The 4x5, 5x5, and 5 x 6  point 

GLQ integrations consistently over-estimate the discharge on average by 0.74(0.66)%, 

0.52(0.61)% and 0.00(0.64)%, respectively. On average, the GLQ methods more closely 

approximate the reference discharge for unit 3 than ASME, and ASME more closely 

approximates the reference discharge than the German method. 

The application of the German code to unit 6, which exhibits considerably more velocity 

structure than unit 3, yields an over-estimation of 1 .55(1.23)% across al1 intakes and gate 

settings. The German code tends to over-estimate intakes A and B for al1 gate settings 

and yield a near zero relative error for intake C. The ASME estimates tend to under- 

predict the reference discharge. The 4x5 point GLQ integration under-predicts intakes A 

and C and over-predicts intake B; the reference discharge is under-predicted on average 

by 0.69(3.32)%. The 5x5 point GLQ integration under-predicts intake A and over 

predicts intakes B and C; it under-predicts the reference discharge by 0.17(2.17)% on 

average. Finally, the 5x6 point GLQ integration over-predicts intake A and under 

predicts intakes B and C; it over-predicts the reference discharge by 1.13(1.96)% on 

average. 

A summary of the average relative e m a  for al1 units, across al1 intakes and gate setting, 

is given in Table 3.3. The general tendencies are well-defined. The German code over- 

predicts discharge (b y about 3 .O9(0.96)% on average) while the ASME code under 

predicts discharge (by about 1.25(1.07)% on average) relative to the reference value; the 

ASME code yields estimates closer to the rcfmnce value. Al1 three of the GLQ 

integration methods more closely approximate the refemce discharge than the German 

code approach. This is an intriguing outcome as the Gennan code uses 84 metering 

points while the GLQ methoâs use only 20 (4x5) to 30 (5x6) metering points. 

Comparing the ASME estimates with the 4x5 and 5x5 point GLQ integration indicates 

that the GLQ estimates tend to more closely approximate the refaace disch-. That 

the GLQ integration appmach tends to yield smalla relative emrs is periiaps not 



surprising. The Geman and ASME codes position the metering points to resolve a fùlly- 

developed flow profile that does not exist, while the GLQ method on the other hand 

positions the points of evaluation so as to resolve a complex velocity profile. 

Table 3.3. Summary of average relative errors [%] for al1 units, across al1 intakes 
and gate settings at Pine Falls. The standard deviation [%] is given in 
brackets. 



Table 3.2. Summary of discharge calculation estimates and relative errors. 



Non-Dimensional Intake W idth 

Figure 3.1. Distribution of metering points used to sample the intake velocity profile at 
Pine Falls Genenting Station. The velocity measurements are arranged 
according to the German code-based distribution of velocity measurements. 



No+Dimensionalited htake Depth O O NonDimensionalized hîake \IilidVi 

Figure 3.2 (a). Velocity profile obtoined form 84 metering points. Thc measurcd points 
are connccted by straigbt 1ines.Figure 3.2 (b). InttrpoIated spüned surface 
show h (a). The mcasurtd profile is h m  Pine Falls, Unit 5, in& A, 40% 
gate. The data was collccted duriag Oaobcr 1989 pdonnance tests. 
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Figure 3.3 (a-c). Interpolatefi velocity profile for unit 3, intalces A, B, and C respectively, 
at Wh gate. Unit 3 is a ccnter unit end exhibits a rdatively uniforni 
vclocity profile. 
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Figure 3.4 (a-c). Interpolated velocity profile for unit 6, intakes A, B, and C respectively. 
Unit 6 is an end unit that shows considerable velocity structure 



Non-Dimensional tntake Width 

Figure 3.5. The location of the metering points required by ASME code relative to the 
7x12 grid of metering (points based on Geman code) used for performance 
testing at Pine Falls Generating Station. 



Figure 3.6 (a-c). Locations of metenng points q u i r d  for a 4x5, 5x5, and 5x6 GLQ 
respective1 y. 



4.1 htmducüon 

The numerical analysis of the field data in chapter 3 suggests that GaussLegendre 

quadrature can provide more accurate estimates of discharge than either the German or 

ASME methods. This observation prompted a laboratory study to hirther investigate the 

findings of the analysis of the Pine Falls field data. 

Testing in a laboratory environment offen a number of advantages; they are: 

1. the ability to accurately rneasure the rate of flow volurnetrically, 

2. repeatability, 

3. controlled conditions, and 

4. range of testing conditions. 

The discharge calculation rnethods will be tested under favorable and disturbed flow 

conditions over a range of discharges. By determinhg the accuncy of discharge 

estimates under a variety of flow conditions, it will be possible to evaluate the degree to 

which an unfavorable velocity profile influences the accuracy of a discharge estimate. 

Evaluation of the various sampling strategies will be based on a cornparison of the 

discharge estimate to a reference discharge. 

By "validating" a non-code based distribution of measumnent points, it may be possible 

to obtain an accurate estimate of discharge while utilizing fewer velocity measurernents. 

This would d u c e  the time rquind to cornplete a discharge measumnent using the 

velocity-ara mcthod. Rcducing the tirne to conduct tests would enable tuibine units to 

nnun to normal operation more quickly, resulting in cconomic bencfits. 



To undertake a laboratory investigation of the various method s of cornputing discharge 

at low-head plants, a 115 scale hydraulic model was used. Hydraulic models are based on 

a set of relationships which descnbe the similarities between a model and the prototype. 

Typically two forces predominate in a hydraulic system. When gravity and viscosity 

dominate, a Reynolds model is used. Reynolds models are used to model flows without 

a fiee surface. When gravity and inertia predominate a Froude model is used. 

There are three types of modeVprototype similarity: geometric, kinematic, and dynamic. 

Two objects are geometrically similar if the ratios of al1 corresponding length scales are 

equal. Geometnc similitude can be expressed as 

where lm and 1, are the length dimensions of the model and prototype respectively, and L, 

is the model scale factor. For a Froude model, the Froude number at any point in the 

flow is the same in the model and prototype (Sharp, 1984). The Froude number is given 

as 

where V is velocity, g is acceleration due to gravity, and L is length. Therefore, it 

follows that 

X v, = L, . (4.3) 

where Y, is the model velocity scale. The time scale (T,) follows kom velocity which is 

lcngth, divided by time, 
K T , = L , .  (4.4) 

Discharge is given by 

Q = L / .  

Geometnc sirnilarit- is necessary to prisme the integrity of the velocity distribution. It 

is not, howevcr, sufficimt to m t w  full similarity betwecn model and prototype. 



From geometric and dynarnic similarity follows kinematic similitude. Kinematic 

similitude ensures that the velocity, acceleration, and discharge are cornmensurate 

between model and prototype. It CM be maintained if and only if the conesponding force 

ratios between the and prototype remain constant (Henderson, 1966). 

In the case of a natural system such as a river, gravity is the predominant force. In this 

case a Froude mode1 is used. Other forces may also exert influence over flow behavior 

Le., capillary, compression, and viscosity, represented by Weber, Cauchy, and Reynolds 

numbers respectively. Capillary effects require no consideration provided that model 

water depths are in excess of 25 mm. Cornpressibility effects are never significant in 

open channel flow models. Viscous effects are the most significant as these effects are 

exerted in a variety of situations. The only way to ensure that viscous effects c m  be 

neglected is to ensure that the Froude and Reynolds numbers are the same in the model 

and prototype. Altematively, by maintaining sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, it is 

possible to neglect the effect of viscosity on the drag coefficient. As illustrated in figure 

4.1, the relationship between drag coefficient (CD) and R, remains constant or 

independent of Reynolds number for turbulent flow. 

The model used for this research is a 1 5  scale of an intake to a generating station. A 

schematic of the laboratory model is show in figure 4.2. The area under investigation is 

at the intake stoplog guides (figure 4.2). This location is significant as it is the location of 

the metering plane used in the velocity-area method of discharge measurement. 

The model scale factors for this model, derived according to equations (4.1) through (4.4) 

an given in Table 4.1. 



Table 4.1. Model scale factors 

I Scale 1 Ratio(Mode1:Prototype) 1 

4.4 Physical Characteristics 

Length (b 

Velocity (L, l n  ) 

Discharge (L, 5n) 

Time (L, '12 ) 

The water supply system in the HRTF consists of two low-head, high discharge pumps 

that pump water through a reîirculating system. Water is stored in a sump pit, fiom 

which it was pumped into a constant head tank. Flow was conveyed to the model 

through a 350 mm PVC pipe. The 60 and 75 hp pumps yield a total system capacity of 

approximately 500 Vs. 

0.200 

0.447 

0.01 8 

0.447 

A timber flume and intake structure (figure 4.3) was used for the purposes of laboratory 

testing. The dimensions of the flume were 10.6 m long by 2.48 m wide by 1.60 m deep. 

The timber structure was made water-tight using a roller applied rubber lining (Vulkem 

350). 

The water supply entered the model through a supply pipe fiom the constant head tank. 

At the entrance to the flume the water supply passes through a 90' vertical elbow. Due to 

the vertical &op, the flow supply entering the model was highly turbulent. In order to 

mitigate the large scale turbulence present in the fiow at the entrance, a flow straightener 

was fabncated. The straightcna consisteci of horizontally stackcd 290 mm long by 76 

mm diameter PVC pipes that w m  containcd by 25 mm flattcned expandcd metal 

s h d n g  on both the upstream and downstrtam sides. Two layers of filter media were 



attached to the upstream side of the straightener to fiuther reduce large scale turbulence 

in the flow. 

The intake area was located a distance of 3.32 m downstrearn of the flow straightener. 

Over this distance the flow was made to converge Iaterally fiom 1.60 m to 1 .O m. A trash 

rack was installed at the most upstrearn face of the intake structure, as shown in 

figure 4.4. Thc dimensions of the trash rack were 1.63 m (hgh) by 1.3 m (wide) by 

50 mm (deep). Horizontal timbers 50 mm (high) by 1.3 m (wide) by 50 mm (deep) were 

cut to simulate the 1-beams typical of trash rack design. Additional flow obstructions 

were attached to the trash racks to simulate the buildup of debris on the racks which 

would obstruct flow. These flow obstructions. the racks as well as the debris, were 

present only for a portion of the testing program. The metering plane was located 0.8 1 m 

downstream of the trash racks. The dimensions of the metering plane were 1 .O m by 1 .O 

m. The intake conduit extended 2.75 m downstrearn of the metering plane. Over this 

distance the conduit converged vertically to a height of 0.25 m. Downstream control of 

the flume was achieved by a motor dnven sluice gale located a distance of 3.0 m 

downstream of the intake structure. From the sluice gate the flow was released to an exit 

chute and retumed to the sump pit. 

Velocity measurements were made using an acoustic Doppler veiocimeter (ADV). This 

device measures velocity using the back-scattering of an acoustic pulse in a control 

volume 6 mm in height and 5 mm in diameter, the center-line of which is 50 mm below 

the ADV transducet. The departu from the expected time of r e m  is a huiction of 

water velocity, temperature and salinity. For the purpose of this study, water salinity was 

assumed to bc negligible; temperature was ncorded on an hourly bais, and at the 

beginning of each test. Due to the work done by the purnps on the water the temperature 

incrcased at a rate of approximately 1°C 1 hr, leveling off as the temperature approached 

30°C; the rate of heat gaieratcd by pumping presumably balanced that iost to the 

surroundhg mvironmait. 



4.4.2 Positionhg System 

A two-axis positioning system comprised of an aluminum h e ,  two lead-screws, two 

servo motors, an amplifier, and a motion controller was used to traverse the intake. The 

apparatus is s h o w  in figure 4.5. The dimensions of the aluminum fiame are 2.0 m by 

0.076 m by 0.622 m; the inner portion of the m e  is able to move horizontally while the 

entire apparatus moves vertically. Horizontal and vertical movement is on two lead 

screws with a pitch of 4 threads per 25 mm. A GALLm DMC-1020 two axis motion 

controller was used to control the servo motors. The DMC-1020 is a motion control card 

that uses a 32-bit microprocessor and has a 14-bit motor command output. Motion 

commands are specified using a DMC-specific programming language. Among the 

cornmands available to the DMC control card are relative and absolute positioning, speed 

and acceleration specifications, as well as enor handling. Using the DMC motion 

comrnands it was possible to define absolute positions, program pauses to record velocity 

data, and control the speed of traverse. 

To eliminate positioning emn, the x and y axes were manually retumed to their zero 

(i.e, the most right-hand position for the x axis and the lowest position for the vertical 

mis) positions prior to starting each sarnpling strategy. The origin used for the intake 

was located at the bonom right-hand corner of the intake. Al1 subsequent motions were 

relative to this position. The routines used for controlling the motion of the positioning 

system are included in Appendix B. 

An ELECTRO-CRAFT BDC-25 mini-series amplifier was used to drive each servo 

motor. The amplifiers operate in current (torque) mode which produces a torque output 

h m  the motor proportional to the motor cunent. Two E-3626 brushless servo motors 

wcre used to movc the lead scrcws. 

4.4.3 Flow Messurement 

The water supply to the mode1 was mcasurtd by a MSR in-line MAGMETER (MAG) 

masuring device instailed in thc 350 mm water supply pipe. The MAG meastues 



discharge using the velocity reading at a single location within the pipe. Velocity is 

recorded using electromagnetic pnnciples. For fùlly-developed, turbulent pipe flow the 

average velocity occurs at a distance of 11% of the pipe diameter from the pipe wall. 

Manufacturer recornmendations speci@ that the MAG be installed at a distance both 

upstream and downstrcam from any flow disturbances, such as a bend. The MAG was 

installed 2.10 rn upstream of the butterfly control valve, and 3.3 m (10 diameters) 

downstream of a 90" elbow. These distances exceed the manufacturer's 

recommendations to guarantee a uniform flow profile. 

Discharge was recorded for the duration of each traverse. A time averaged value of the 

MAG record wu used as the raw discharge value. The raw discharge was converted to a 

reference discharge using the calibration equation given in Appendix B. 

4.5 Testhg Schedule 

The laboratory testing was undertaken at the Hydraulics Research and Testing Facility 

(HRTF) at the University of Manitoba. Since turbines are operated over a range of gate 

settings, it was necessary to evaluate the various discharge calculation techniques over a 

range of flow rates. Three discharges were selected. 175,350, and 485 Ils. HRTF system 

capacity precluded testing at higher discharges. Both the 60 and 75 hp pumps were used 

for each of the three discharges although the capacity of the 60 hp pump would have been 

sufficient for the lowest discharge, both pumps were used for al1 tests. 

In order to evaluate the effect of a less than ideal velocity profile on the accuracy of the 

various integration methods, flow disturbances were introduced to modify the velocity 

profile at the intake. A trash rack was fabricated, as s h o w  in figure 4.4, and installed 

upstream of the metering plane. The velocity profile was measUrcd following installation 

of the trash rack to evaluate the affect of a "clcan" trash rack on the stmcturc of the 

velocity profile. To sirnulate the existence of trash collection on the trash racks, 

additional flow obstructions were introduccd as shown in f i g ~  4.4. More '?rash" was 

attsched at the bottom of the racks as typicdly trash cdlects at the bottom of the intalte. 



The arrangements of metering points used to tests the integration techniques are given in 

figures 4.6a to 4.6g. Each sampling strategy was tested at three discharges, and at a 

favorable and disturbed flow condition. The testing schedule is given in table 4.2. A 

complete list of al1 runs is included in Appendix B as well as the exact locations of 

metering points. A total of 2 1 runs were made under favorable flow conditions. To test 

the repeatability of the testing approach, three realizations were made for each sarnpling 

strategy at 485 //S. This resulted in a total of 35 nuis conducted at the unfavorable flow 

conditon. 

Table 4.2. Testing Schedule 

Condition 1 FIow 1 Integrution Method 

1 485 [Us] 1 GLQ 4x4 

Favorable 

Unfavorab le 

I 1 GLQ 5x5 
GLQ 6x6 

ASME 

175 [Us] 

350 [Vs] 

A systematic approach was used whm sampling the velocity profile to mitigate possible 

emor that may be introduced through variable headwater or tailwater conditions and to 

ensure repeatability of test conditions. A constant headwater level was selected for al1 

discharges. This level was controlled at the downstream end of the model using a vertical 

gate. The upstream wata level was measund in relation to a benchmark set on the 

model. Once the discharge and comsponding tailgate senings w e n  established the 

systm was allowed to stabilize for 30 minutes. To Mer d u c e  sources of e m r  and 

improve discharge comparisons, a single testing pdod was used for each discharge, Le. 

al1 sampling strategies were tested consceutively, and in the sarne squence for each 

discharge. 

GLQ 2x2 

GLQ 3x3 



8lunt body or rough surface 

Figure 4.1. The relationship between drag coefficient (Cd) and Reynolds number (&). 
By maintaining sufficiently high R, it is possible to neglect of viscosity on the 
drag coefficient (Hendenon, 1966). 



Figure 4.2. Schmiatic of the laboratory modcl. The specific ana under investigation is 
at the metcring plane. 



Figure 4.3. The timber flume and intake structure used for laboratory testing. 

Figure 4.4. Trash rack (including debris) installed at the upstream face of the trash rack. 



Figure 4.5. Aluminum apparatus and lead screws used to traverse the intake. 



O.? 



Figure 4.6. Distributions of metering points used to traverse the mode1 intake stop-log 
guides. (a) GLQ 2x2; (b) GLQ 3x3 (c) GLQ 4x4 (d) GLQ 5x5 (e) GLQ 
6x6 (f) ASME and (g) German. 



It was necessary to process the raw data collected in the laboratory, prior to use in 

discharge calculations, and analysis. The following is an explanation of the data-post 

processing required for the velocity and discharge data. 

5.1 Velocity Data 

The method of collecting point estimates of velocity was to sample continuously at a 

position for two minutes, then traverse to the next position, and repeat. Velocity data was 

continuously coliected, both while the ADV was in motion and stationary. It was 

therefore necessaxy to separate the traverse data fiom the stationary data set. A typical 

unfiltcred velocity record is show in figure 5.1. The data collected while the ADV was 

in motion is show by O; velocity measurements recorded during the two minute 

sampling period are shown by +. 

Two minutes of velocity data were collected at each position within the traverse. This 

sample length was chosen based on the hydraulic testing code recommendation of a two 

minute velocity sample at each position within the traverse. However, the mode1 ratio is 

1 5,  thetefore the ratio of the time scale is given by 

when T, is the timc scale and L, i s  the lm@ scale; t, and t, are the the  intervals in the 

mode1 and prototype, rcspectively. Thm according to Fmude scaling, the corresponding 

time penod for collccting velocity âata would be 54 seconds. Thmefore, a 54 second 

window of velocity &ta was extractcd h m  the 2 minute window. The average ovcr the 



54 second length was taken as the point velocity measurement. Once the grid of velocity 

estimates was obtained, the appropriate integration routines were applied and the 

calculated discharge was compared to the MAG reference discharge. The velocity 

records were processed using MATLAB script files (Appendix B). 

5.2 Dlscharge Data 

The MAGMETER was calibrated volumetrically to ensure the accuracy of the reference 

discharge used to evaluate the various integration schemes. The method of calibration, as 

well as the results, are included in Gawne (1997). Based on the results of the calibration 

the following equation was derived 

Q, = 8.694 + 1.1 O6Q,, (5.2) 

where Qmf is the MAG reference discharge and Q,, is the raw MAG data [Vs] (Gawne, 

1997). Figure 5.2 shows a typical plot of MAG data. The variability in discharge value 

can be attributed to the turbulence in the pipe. A time averaged value of the MAG data 

was used as the reference discharge. A separate MAG file was collected for each 

sampling strategy to increase the accuracy of the reference discharge. 

5.2.1 MAG Reference Discharge E m  

The sources of enor in discharge measutment are a combination of calibration m r  and 

instrument emr. in the case of calibration, the sources of error are: 

Volumetric tank volume calculation and caiibration error of water level gauge (f 0.14%) 

Leakage due to switch plate (2 0.66%) for 300 Vs 

Stopwatch timing with 0.1 second scale (f 0.07%) contributes to error in discharge 

mcasurcrncnt 

Random timing enor combincd with float gouge rcading mor (f 0.09%) 

Wata levcl cmr (f 0.53%) yieldo a total random enor off 0.66% 



The instrument enor consists of calibration error (systematic) and the random 

instrumentation error. The systematic enor in the MAG reading was estimated to be i 

1 .O% by the manufacturer. For the purposes of calculation, this error was subdivided into 

î 0.5% random and i 0.5% systematic. 

5.2.2 Velocity Measurement E m r  

Acoustic Doppler velocimetry uses the travel-time of an acoustic pulse to measure water 

velocity along an acoustic path. The propogation tirne of an acoustic pulse is a hinction 

of temperature, salinity, and pressure. Clay and Medwin (1977) provide an empirical 

relationship for the speed of sound in water given by 

where c,,, is the empirical estimate of the speed of sound in watcr [m/s]; T is temperature 

[ O C ] ,  S is salinity [ppt] and z is depth [ml. Based on this empirical relationship, a 0.05 O C  

error in temperature measurement would result in a 0.009 % in the (empirical) value of c. 

This error in sound speed results in a velocity rneasurement error of 0.02 %. 

5.2.3 Positionhg E m  

The maximum allowable positioning emr for the DMC motion controller was set to 

1000 quadrature counts, or 1.3 mm in both the vertical and horizontal directions. As the 

dimensions of the intake are 1.0 m by 1.3 m, a positioning error of 1000 quadrature 

counts translates into 0.0012 % in the horizontal and 0.001 % in the vertical. Two types 

of motion are possible with the DMC programming, relative and absolute positioning. In 

the case of relative position movements, each position is relative to the prcvious, 

conscquently positioning m m  are accumulated. Absolute positions are relative to the 

defincd ongin. Absolute positioning was favorad because it eliminatd cumulative mors 

in position. 



In the case of a significant positioning error, the weights applied in the GaussLegendre 

quadrature and the ASME integration schemes would not be accurate. Similarly the 

dimensions of the 80w elements used in the Geman integration method would require 

modification. The positioning system was periodically interrogated using the TP (tell 

position) command to determine the typical positioning error. It was found that dunng 

the course of a traverse, the error was on the order of 100 quadrature counts (0.1 3 mm) 

As this positioning e m r  is negligible, it was assumed to have no effect on the integration 

methods used to calculate discharge. 

5.2.4 Geometric Emr 

Any error in intake measurement contributes directly to a discharge calculation error, 

iherefore, four measurements were made of the intake height at equally spaced intervals 

across the intake width. Similarly, four measurements were made of the intake width at 

equally spaced intervals over the intake height. The estimated measurement error was 

0.5 cm , or 0.5 %. 

Combining the mors introduced by the MAG discharge measurement, the velocity 

measurement error contributed by the ADV, as well as positioning erron introduced by 

the positioning system. The total error is calculated by 

where MSE is the mean squared mot, el is the % emr, n is the number of error sources; 

the outcome is f 0.155 %. 



Sampb 

Figure 5.1 : Unfiltered ADV record. 

Figure 5.2 Typical plot of magrneter discharge data. 



Seven sampling strategies were tested under both favorable and disturbed flow 

conditions. Three discharges, 175, 350, and 485 Vs, were used to simulate the variation 

in turbine operating levels, i.e., gate settings. The sarnpling strategies were evaluated 

based on the accuracy of the respective discharge measurnent relative to the MAG 

reference discharge. To establish repeatability, three independent tests were conducted at 

a discharge of 485 11s under unfavorable flow conditions. This discharge was chosen as 

the influence of the flow obstructions would be most pronounced at the highest discharge. 

6. f Favorable Fïow Conditions 

The objective of evaluating the favorable flow condition was to observe the relative 

change in accuracy of discharge estimate following the introduction of flow disturbance. 

Figure 6.1 shows the intake velocity profile for the favorable flow condition at 485 Vs. 

This velocity profile is based on the Gennan sampling strategy (72 velocity 

measurements). This intake velocity profile is  generally representative of a smoothiy 

varying velocity profile with uniformity through the center and more variability in 

proximity to the boundaries. The unusually low velocities in the lower leR hand corner 

of the intake (figure 6.1) it may be due to the intake geomehy. 

Investigation of the centerline velocity profile (figure 6.2) reveals the existence of 

variability that is not representative of fully-developed, turbulent flow. It is, however, 

similar in shape to the centerline velocity profile observed at low-head plants (nfer to 

Chapter 3). Lower velocities are obsened at the top of the intakc and increases with 

depth. The observai high velocities in proximity to the bottom flow bowidory may be 

due, in part, to the geometry of the flume at the flow enûance. The velocity profile in 

pmximity to the top flow bounâary is more represcntative of fully-developed flow. In 

diis region the velocity incmases with distance h m  the top flow boundary. 



Discharge was calculated using the German, ASME, and GaussLegendre quadrature 

methods. The resulting discharge estirnates are shown in table 6.1. The error associated 

with each estimate was calculated by 

where Qcalc is the calculated discharge based on an intake traverse, Qref iie the MAG 

reference discharge [Vs]. 

Table 6.1 : Summary of  discharge estimates for undisturbed flow condition. The error of 

each discharge estimate from the reference discharge is given in ( ). 

1 Sampling Nominal Re fennce Discharge [Ils] I 
1 385 [Vs] (E %) 1 485 [Vs] (E %) 

1 GLQ 2x2 1 176.4 (7.23) 1 371 (8.51) 1 491 (7.96) l 
( GLQ 3x3 1 170.4 (2.95) 1 354 (3.29) 1 469.3 (3.21) 

1 GLQ 5x5 1 163 (-1.13) 1 343.6 (-0.57) 1 460.8 (1.12) I 

6 . .  1 Gauss Legendre Quadrature 

The relative accuracy of the Gauss-Lcgmdrc discharge estimate increased with the 

number of points used to sarnple the velocity profile. The 2x2 point Gauss-Legendre 

(GLQ 2x2) over-estimated the refernice discharge on average by 7.7% and was the lcast 

accurate, while the 5x5 point yielded an estimate with an accuracy of spproximately 

0.04%. Coatrory to the trend, howeva, was the estimate made by the 6x6 point Gauss- 

hgcn&e integrstion that und~rt%timatd QM by approximatcly 5%. The accuracy of 

ASME 
. 
GLQ 6x6 

Gennan 

1 S 1.97 (-8.43) 

152.5 (-7.97) 

171.6 (3.1 1) 

321.62 (-6.44) 

326.2 (-4.95) 

360.4 (-0.03) 

425.36 (-7.39) 

433.5 (-5.5 1) 

478.9 (4.64) 



this estimate was unexpectedly low given the number of velocity measurements. As 

well, the GLQ 6x6 consistently under-estimates discharge. These observations suggest 

that some of the GLQ 6x6 points were in areas of uncharacteristically low velocity. An 

explanation for the decrease in the accuracy of discharge estimate could be the proximity 

of the 6x6 point measurement to the flow boundaries, which are regions of high shear. In 

the prototype conditions the problem of edge effects may not subsist as the outermost 

measurement points for a GLQ 6x6 would not be in such close proximity to the 

boundaries. 

Cornparison of the velocity profiles obtained by the GLQ 5x5 and GLQ 6x6 as show in 

figures 6.3 a and b, respectively, suggests that the 6x6 point GLQ strategy, while using 

more velocity measurements to estimate discharge, is subject to higher shear zones due to 

proximity to the flow boundaries; this may influence the accuracy of discharge 

estimation. This may have been due to an over-fitting of the velocity profile by a high 

order GLQ. 

6.1.2 Germen 

The discharge estimate obtained using the German code-based distribution of 72 velocity 

measurements is approximately 4 % greater than QWf, and is comparable to the accuracy 

or the GLQ 3x3 estimate which uses 9 points. Given the density of metering points used 

for the Geman discharge estimate, the accuracy is lower than anticipated. As in the case 

of the GLQ 6x6, the proximity of the outermost metering points to the flow boundaries 

rnay have influenced the discharge estimate at these locations. 

6.1.3 ASME 

n i e  26 point log-linear method of discharge estimation yields the least accurate estimate 

of discharge. undcrestimating Qw (on average) by 7.42 %. This result suggests that the 

log-lincar anangement of metering points dom not aâcquately sample a cornplex, non 

developed velocity profile. Although the proximity of the outerrnost velocity 

measurcmcnts is highcr than in prototype conditions, these results suggest that the 



Although the GLQ 5x5 uses one less metering point than 

accuracy of discharge estirnatc is higher. Figure 6.4 shows the 

points relative to the GLQ 5x5 sampling strategy. Although 

the ASME, the relative 

position of the 26 ASME 

the vertical positions are 

similar throughout the traverse, the horizontal positions 

Through the center (horizontal) of the intake, the GLQ points 

outemost GLQ points are in closer proximity to the flow 

direction. 

are consistently di ffcrent . 
lie between the ASME; the 

boundaries in the vertical 

6.2 Disturbed Flow Condition 

The intake velocity profile that resulted from introducing the trash-rack disturbance 

(figure 4.4) is shown in figure 6.5. This profile is based on the German distribution of 

velocity measurements. Clearly this profile cannot be well represented by a lin-power 

law. It is however, representative of the variability present at the intake of many low- 

head turbine units (refer to Chapter 3). The results of the velocity-area discharge 

calculations are given in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2. Summary of discharge estimates for disturbed flow condition. 

GLQ 3x3 1 165.4 (-4.85) 1 344.2 (1.98) 1 462.2 (1.77) 1 459.3 (-0.37) 1 456.4 (1.12) 

Sampling 

Distribution 

Nominal Reference Discharge [Us] 

165 [Ml 1 350 [Vs] 1 485 [us] 

GLQ 4x4 

GLQ 5x5 

GLQ 6x6 

180.4 (3.5 1) 

172.4 (-1 .a) 

160.2 (-8.05) 

348 (3.09) 

344.7 (1.82) 

325.1 (-3.29) 

462 (1.65) 

461.9 (1.49) 

436.4 (-4.28) 

464.5 (2.75) 

450.1 (0.74) 

471.2 (2.49) 

45 1.2 (1.35) 

432.7 (-5.21) 428.1 (-4.26) 



6.2.1 Gauss-Legendre Quadrature 
As was the case in the favorable flow conditions, the GLQ 5x5 integration yielded 

accurate results, on average 1% higher than the reference discharge. The trend obsewed 

for the GLQ distributions in the ideal flow case held for the disturbed flow condition with 

the accuracy of discharge estimate increasing with the higher order approximations. 

These results suggest that the GLQ integration schemes can provide an accurate and 

efficient means of estimating discharge. 

6.2.2 Gennan 
The Germa. code-based discharge estimate yields a discharge that over-estimates QREF 

by approximately 4.3%. The error in discharge estimate may be attributed, in part, to the 

proximity of the outermost velocity estimates to the flow boundaries where large shear 

occur. In field conditions the outermost velocity measurements are taken at a distance of 

at least one propeller diarneter from the boundary; this distance is meant to ensure that 

the propeller is capable of recording accurate velocities. 

In prototype conditions the proximity of velocity measurement to the flow boundary was 

not limited by instrument accuracy as the ADV uses a 6 mm by 5 mm control volume for 

velocity measurement. However, the converging intake geometry, combined with the 

effect of the flow obstruction resulted in a highly variable velocity profile, particularly in 

the vicinity of the flow boundaries. This variability was most pronounced at the bottom 

flow boundary, specifically at the comer where position 72 of the German distribution 

was located. Analysis of the velocity profile obtained by the German distribution of 

metenng points (figure 6.5) shows a region of high shear in this comer of the intake. 

The discharge estimates obtained by the Geman method obtained in the disturbed-flow 

condition are comparable to the results of the favorable flow condition. Of note is the 

accuracy of the Iower order GLQ discharge estimates which are of greater or at least 

comparable accurocy to the Gmnan code-basad estirnate. Once again, the results suggest 

thot the distribution of metcring points is more important han the nurnber of vclocity 

mcasurrmmts used to sample the velocity profile. 



6.2.3 ASME 
Although the ASME log-linear integration method uses one more velocity sample than 

GLQ 5x5, the accuracy of the discharge estimates are not comparable. These results 

suggest that the log-linear distribution of velocity estimates does not sufficiently sample 

the flow profile when the flow conditions are less than ideal. The measurements in 

proximity to the flow boundaries are made in areas of high shear, and particularly low 

velocity, more weight may be given to velocity measwements which are not 

representative of the flow profile, thereby resulting in an underestimated discharge. 

Although the ASME does not advocate application of the log-linear method when non- 

ideal flow conditions exist, the results of this analysis demonstrate the sensitivity of the 

log-linear integration method to a flow profile different fiom that, which is idealized. 

The errors associated with the various sampling strategies are shown in figure 6.6. The 

sampling strategies are plotted in increasing number of velocity samples. From this 

graph it is possible to observe the trend of increasing estimate accuracy with increasing 

density of velocity estimates, although this trend does not persist beyond the GLQ 5x5 

strategy. Based on the results of the favorable flow condition, the GLQ 5x5 provides the 

most accurate estimate of discharge. The observed trend suggests that the accuracy of 

discharge estimate does not necessarily increase with increasing density of velocity 

measurements. The results of this analysis are congrnous with the findings of numerical 

Chapter 3, and suggest that it is the distribution, rather than the number of metenng 

points which is central to accurate discharge estimation. 



Figure 6.1. Intake velocity profile for favorable flow profile using the German 
distribution of velocity measurements ( 4 4 8 5  Vs). 

Figure 6.2. Centerline velocity profile obtained h m  Geman distribution of 
measunments shown in 6.1 . (Q=485 Vs). 



Figure 6.3 (a). Intake velocity profile for Q=485 [Vs]. The velocity measurements were 
obtained hom a 5x5 Gauss-Legendre quadrature sampling strategy. The 
origin is at the bottom left corner of the intake. 

Figure 6.3 @). Intake velocity profile for Q=485 [Ys]. The velocity measuremcnts are 
obtained h m  a 6x6 Gauss-Legendre quadrature sampling strategy. The 
origin is at the bottom lefi corner of the intake. Cornpariscm with the 
profile in (a) shows a grata number of low velocity eshates in proximity 
to the flow boundarics. 



Figure 6.4. Position of metering points used for ASME (x) relative to those of 
GLQ 5x5 (+). 
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Figure 6.5. Intake velocity profile for the disturbed flow condition using the German 
distribution of velocity measurements (485 Us). 



Numôer of Velocity Measurements 

Figure 6.6. Error of  discharge estimates for discharges of 165 (O), 350 (+), and 
485 (*) Vs using GL 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, ASME, GLQ 6x6 and German 
distributions of velocity measurements. 



Although it is essential for hydroelectric utilities to determine the operating cunte for 

turbine/generator units, measuring discharge can prove to be time consuming, labor- 

intensive, and costly. It is therefore advantageous to develop a testing rnethodology that 

reduces the time required to conduct discharge measumnmts. but does not compromise 

the accuracy of discharge measurement. One possible method of accomplishing this is 

through the application of Reduced Data Set (RDS) testing. 

The Reduced Data Set (RDS) testing technique was developed based on the results of 86 

velocity-area tests conducted at Manitoba Hydro's Kettle Generating Station. An 

observed self-similarity of the intake velocity profile for a given unit, over numerous gate 

settings, suggested the existence of a relationship between discharge and the horizontal 

velocity profile at a given position within the vertical traverse. Figure 7.1 shows the 

horizontal velocity profile, at a single location within the vertical traverse, for a typical 

unit. Successive curves show the trend in velocity profile over nurnerous wicket gate 

settings. The self-similarity of these velocity profiles over al1 vertical locations suggests 

the existence of a relationship between velocity at a single vertical position and discharge 

through the unit. It is this observed relationship which prompts this research. The 

objective of this analysis is to investigate the robustness of the RDS approach and 

establish the reliability of its discharge estimate. The usehilness of RDS will be 

examined based on a statistical analysis. 

7 Data 

The data used in this analysis wen collected as part of field performance testing 

conducted at Kettle Gmerating station. Kettle is part of the Manitoba Hydro system and 

is locateâ on the Nelson River. It is a low-head plant (30 m) with 12 turbine units. Each 



unit has a capacity of 106 MW, yielding total plant capacity of 1272 MW. Al1 turbine 

units have 3 intake openings measuring 6 m (wide) by 14 m (high). 

Performance tests were conducted in accordance with the Geman code for hydraulic 

efficiency testing. Propeller-type flow meters (Ott type A) were mounted on a rigid 

support frame and traversed across the intake at the emergency stop-log guides for 

various gates. Frarnes were traversed simultaneously across al1 thm intakes when 

testing a given unit. The distribution of metering points is shown in figure 7.2. A 9 

(horizontal) by 14 (vertical) grid of metering points was obtained for each intake with 

close spacing in proximity to the flow boundaries, and fewer points through the center of 

the intake. Estimates of velocity were made based on a two-minute, time-averaged 

velocity. Performance tests were conducted on al1 12 units at Kettle Generating station. 

Testing was undertaken for wicket gate settings of 25, 40, 50, 60, 65, 70, 80, 90, and 

100 %. 

7.2 Data /nterpo/ation and ln tegm tion 

Discharge calculations made in accordance with the German code for hydraulic 

efficiency are based on three representative flow elements, vit., center, edge, and corner. 

Although the distribution of measured velocities is according to Geman code, to 

eliminate the error associated with this integration method, a numerical integration 

technique will be used to calculate discharge. The same numencal integration method 

will be used to calculate the area under the velocity-horizontal position c w e  (RD$ index 

number). To facilitate integration, cubic splines were used to interpolate the measured 

velocity data. Cubic splines wae fit to each of the honzontal and vertical arrays of 

measund velocities. The resulting (unique) splined surface provided a parametric 

description of the velocity profile. Cubic splines were fit to the arrays of measured 

velocities as well as to the honzontal t rawcts  at the RDS testing level. 

Since the splined surface provides a detailcd description of the velocity profile, the 

nsulting velocity surtace, and profile werc d l y  integrated using trapezoidal intcgration. 

The ûapezoid nik is the first of Newton-Cotes closcd integration fonnulae. It is based on 



a straight line approximation of the function, in this case velocity profile, between two 

points. The area under the straight line segment is an estimate of the integral of/(x), 

between the limits a and b. The trapezoid nile is aven by 

where a and b are the limits of the integral. f(a) and f(b) 

(velocity) at limits a and b nspectively. 

( 7 4  

are the fûnctional evaluations 

The error of the trapezoid integration is a function of the distance between a and b, and is 

given by 

where 5 lies in the interval between a and b. Given the close spacing of velocity 

measurements on the interpolated surface (0.001) this error is negligible. 

The discharge calculated by trapezoid integration of the intake velocity profile was used 

as the reference discharge in the RDS analysis. For the purpose of this analysis this 

number was calculated by trapezoidal integration of the velocity-horizontal position 

splined profile. 

Figure 7.3 shows the rneasured (a) and splined (b) intake velocity profile. Similarly, 

figure 7.4 shows the measured velocities and splined velocity profiles for level 0.91H. 

The interpolation of the measured data as well as the integration were performed using 

MATLABm algonthms (Appendix C ). 

7.3 Evrluatlon of th. RDS MeLhodology 

The principle of RDS relies in the existence of a nlationship between the area under the 

velocity-horizontal position curve at a single position mthin the vertical traverse (RDS 

index numbcr), and the a m  under the complcte intake velocity profile (discharge). The 

~ e ~ s  unda the horizontal velocity profile at a givcn vatical location is refend to as the 

RDS index numba and is determincd by integration of îhe velocity-horizontal position 
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c w e .  This relationship is determined by nlating discharge to the corresponding RDS 

index number for a range of gate settings. Discharge was calculated for each unit and al1 

wicket gate settings using trapezoidal integration of the splined velocity profiles. 

Although a single RDS testing level is typically selected when conducting field 

performance tests, three levels within the vertical traverse were chosen to evaluate the 

sensitivity of the RDS approach to vertical position within the traverse. The RDS levels 

were 2.1 m, 9.2 m, and 12.5 m fiom the top of the intake. These positions correspond to 

0.15, 0.67, and 0.9 1 of the intake depth (H), respectively. The top (0.1 5 H )  and bottom 

(0.91 H )  were selected as they are in the vicinity of 0.1 10, which for fblly developed, 

turbulent pipe flow is the location of the average velocity. The RDS index number was 

calculated for each M t ,  al1 gate settings, and the three RDS levels. 

The relationship between RDS index number and discharge was determined using 

statistical analysis. The discharge was calculated for each wicket gate setting using 

trapezoidal integration on the interpolated velocity profile. This was used as the 

reference discharge. Subsequently, the RDS index numbers were calculated, one for each 

of O. 1 SH, 0.67H. and 0.9 1 H within the vertical traverse. The statistical relationship was 

investigated by graphing RDS index number and the corresponding reference discharge 

(figure 7.5) and determining the regression line through the data points. A separate 

regression analysis was perfonned for each turbine intake as the relationship between 

RDS index number and discharge rnay be specific to the location within the plant as well 

as turbine unit. The results of the statistical analysis arc included in Table 7.1. Ail 

calculated discharges as well as RDS index numbers are included in Appendix D. 

A least squares linear rcgrcssion was fit to the data set as it is the most elmimtary means 

of investigating the nlationship betwem a set of paireci observations (in this case 

discharge and RDS index number). The expression for the regression line is given by 

y=a ,  +a,x+e (7.3) 



where a. and a, represent the intercept and slope, respectively. e is the error, or residual, 

between the model and observations. The overall fit of the model to the data set can be 

measured by the sum of the squared errors. 

Two components of uncertainty exist in a linear regression: the uncertainty in the 

independent variable which is present prior to regression (S,), and the uncertainty that 

persists after the regression fit (S,). The relative improvement in estimate is given by 

S, - Sr. This value can be normalized by 

where is the coefficient of determination and r is the correlation coefficient. In the case 

of a perfect fit of the ngression line to the data set, Sr = O and 34. An r'=l implies that 

the regression line is a perfect fit to the data set and that al1 enor is accounted for by $; 

indicates the % of original uncertainty that can be accounted for by the model (Chapra & 

Canale, 1988) 

As the slope of the regression line is used to predict discharge based on an RDS index 

factor, it is important to detemine the standard error of a new prediction. The "standard 

deviation" for the regression line can be detennined by 

where Sylx is the standard error of an estimate. The subscript y/x denotes the error in a 

predicted y based on a known x. The standard emr of the estimate quantifies the spread 

of data points about the regression line. The uncertainty in the independent variable 

which present prior to regression is given by the sum of squares about the mean, denoted 

by S,* 



Table 7.1. Summary of statistical analysis. 

Unit 

1 
L 

I l C 1 0.999 1 0.794 1 0.010 1 28.405 1 1.000 1 0.476 

Intake 

A 

B 

RDS @ 0.1SH 

0.968 

1.000 

RDS @ 0.67H 

Std. Enor 

0.336 

0.572 

0.045 

0.029 

RDS @ 0.91H 

Std, Emor 

22.296 

2631 1 

0.99 1 

0.996 

Std. Error 

2.149 

1.639 



Cornparison of the statistical indicators for the three RDS index levels suggest that the 

strength of the relationship between the velocity-horizontal position curve and discharge 

is sensitive to the location selected as the RDS level. The results of this analysis suggest 

that the nlationship between discharge and RDS index nurnber is greatest at 0.1 5 H. An 

(on average) of 0.991 across al1 units indicates that the regression line fits the data with 

99.1 % accuracy. As indicated by the standard emr  of estimate, it is possible to estimate 

discharge (on average) to within (approximately) 2.7 cms. 

I 

I 

Average 

Figure 7.6a shows the velocity-horizontal position c w e  for Unit 1, intake A, for al1 gate 

settings. From these curves it is possible to infer that the self-similarity of the velocity 

profiles across a range of discharges is reflected in the statistical relationship between 

RDS index number and discharge. 

7.3.1.2 RDS at 0.67H 

The statistical data for an RDS level of 0.67H do not suggecrt to the existence of a strong 

statistical relationship between RDS index numbcr and discharge. The coefficient is 

B 

C 

0.975 

0.996 

O. 991 

3.061 

1.206 

2.674 

0.088 

0.058 

0.139 

18.576 

19.33 1 

22.935 

0.28 1 

0.762 

O. 93 7 

16.492 

9.720 

4.821 



extremely low (0.139), with the standard e m r  in prdiction of 22.9 cms. These results 

imply that no significant statistical relationship exists behkreen the variables. 

Analysis of the velocity-horizontal position curve at 0.67H in the vertical traverse 

confirms the findings of the statistical analysis. The velocity data fiom Unit 1, intake A, 

is shown in figure 7.6b and there is no apparent trend in the velocity profile through the 

range of gate settings. These results suggest that RDS at 0.67H cannot be used to 

satisfactorily estimate discharge. 

7.3.7.3 RDS at 0.91H 

The statistical indicators for RDS at 0.91H suggest a strong correlation behveen 

discharge and RDS index number. The strength of the statistical relationship is indicated 

by an (average) of 0.937 acioss al1 units. Further investigation of the statistical 

relationship and standard emor of estimate indicates that RDS index number can predict 

discharge with an (average) expected enor of 4.81 cms. Given the strong statistical 

relationship. and the confidence of a new prediction, RDS at 0.91D appears to be a 

reliable method of estimating discharge for Kettle Generating Station. 

Figure 7 . 6 ~  shows the velocity-horizontal position curves for Unit 1, intake A at RDS 

level0.91H. The for this intake is 0.991. From these curves, it is possible to infer that 

a trend exists between the horizontal velocity profile and discharge at this location. 

7.4 Summary 

Figures 7.7 (a-c) show the standard emr of discharge estimate based on RDS at O.lSH, 

0.67H and 0.91 H, respectively. hvestigation of the trend in standard error of estimate for 

RDS at O.1SH suggests that the reliability of the discharge estirnate is highest for units 2, 

5, and 6 as they have the lowest standard error of estirnate; units 8 throug,h 12 show the 

highcst standard emr of discharge estimate. A similsl trend is obomed for RDS at 

0.91H (figure 7.7 (c)). Thcre is no clcar pattm in standard enor of estimate over al1 

mits for RDS nt 0.67H. Figure 7.8 shows the 3 for dl units and ail RDS levels. The 
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relationship between RDS level, unit number, and * shows that the strongest statistical 

relationship exists for RDS at 0.15H and 0.91H. RDS at 0.67H is consistently lower, 

over al1 units. 

For hilly-developed, turbulent pipe flow given by Von Karman's power law, velocity 

increases with distance from the flow boundaries. Maximum velocity (fieestrem) occurs 

at the centerline of the pipe where boundary effects are minimal; average pipe velocity 

occurs at 0.1 10,  where D is pipe diameter. Although the intake velocity profile has more 

structure than the idealized profile, the development of the velocity profile in the vicinity 

of the boundaries is more representative of the idealized condition, in this case, than the 

profile through the center of the intake. Analysis of the intake velocity profile shows 

significant velocity structure in the vicinity of the centerline, close to 0.67H. This 

variability may account for the apparent lack of statistical relationship between discharge 

and horizontal velocity profile at this position within the vertical traverse. Conversely, 

the proximity of the upper and lower RDS levels to 0.1 1H fiom either the top and bottom 

flow profiles even in the absence of full-developed turbulent flow rnay contribute to the 

apparent strength of the statistical relationship at these positions. 
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Figure 7.1. Velocity-horizontal position curves for Unit 1 ,  intake A. at 25.40. 50.60.65. 
70, 80. 90. and 100 8 gates at 0.91 H. The self-simillarity of these profdes 
over ali vertical locations suggests the existence of a relationship between 
velocity profile at a single location and discharge. The velocity profiles are 
in order of Uicreasing gaie. 



Figure 7.2. Distribution of metering points used at KettIe Cenerathg Station. The 144 
points are arranged according to Gennan performance testing code 
specifications. 
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Figure 7.3 (a). Measured intake vclocity profile (Unit 12, intake A, 100%). The velocity 
measurtmcnt an connected by straight lines. (b) Interplatcd velocity profile 
(Unit 12, intakt A, lûû%). The velocity measwcmcnts are co~ected by 
cubic splines. 
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Figure 7.4. Measured velocities at 0.91 H (O). The splined profile (-) passes through al1 
measÛred velocities (Unit 10, intake A, 100%). 
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Figure 7.5. A rzgression line through the data points is one measure of the statistical 
relationship between the two variables (Unit 1 ,  intake A at 0.9 1 H). 



Figure 7.6(a) Velocity-horizontal position curve for Unit 1. intake A for all gaie settings 
at RDS of 0.15 H. (b) Velocity horizontal position curve for Unit 1. intake A 
for al1 gate settings. at RDS of 0.67 H. (c) Velocity horizontal position curve 
for Unit 1. intake A, for ail gate settings at RDS of 0.91 H. 



Figure 7.7 (a) Standard error of disfharge e s h a t e  based on RDS at 0.15 H @on top) 
(b) Standard error of discharge estimate based on RDS at 0.67H Viom top). 
(c) Standard error of discharge estimate based on RDS at 0.91 H (Fom 
bottom). 



Figure 7.8. Summary of statistical analysis for three RDS levels (+) O.lSD. (x) 0.670, 
(*) 0.9 1 D. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Field performance tests of turbinJgenerator units are necessary for the efficient operation 

of a hydroelectric generating station. Performance tests data are used to determine the 

head-power-discharge relationship for a turbine/generator; this relationship is used to 

identiQ the peak operating point for a turbine. Of the variables used to detennine this 

relationship, discharge is most difficult to measure accurately in real time and is rnost 

susceptible to measurement error. Accurate measurement of discharge, however, is 

critical to the accurate identification of a turbine operating curve. 

Of the methods available for discharge measurement, the velocity-area method is favored 

by many hydroelectric utilities because it is well-suited to low-head plants with short 

converging intakes. Calculation of discharge by the velocity-area rnethod involves 

traversing the velocity profile to obtain a grid of point estimates of velocity. The 

appropriate summation of these velocity measurements, tirnes the corresponding area 

within the metering plane, yields an estimate of discharge. 

Four codes govem the field performance testing of hydraulic turbines. These codes 

specify the number and distribution of velocity measurements required to estirnate 

discharge. In general, the nurnba and distribution i s  spccificd to adquattly sample the 

velocity profile and are based on the assumption of fully-developed turbulent flow at the 

metering plane. 

Investigation of the vclocity at the intake of a typical low-head plant suggests that the 

assmed velocity profile is typically not reaiized. Consequently, the distributions of 



CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA~~ONS 

metering points may not be optimal to sample the actual velocity profile, which has 

considerably more structure through the center, and less variability in the vicinity of the 

flow boundaries. This observation lead to a comparison of the techniques used to 

estimate discharge based on an array of velocity measurements (Chapter 3). The results 

of this analysis suggest that is may be possible to improve the efficacy of calculating 

discharge. Contrasting the results gathered using code, and non-code bascd integration 

techniques suggests that the application of a noncode-based method of computing 

discharge (Gauss-Legendre quadrature), provides estimates which more closely 

approximate discharge than either the ASME or German code-based methods. These 

results prompted M e r  investigation using a laboratory model. 

The results of the numerical analysis (Chapter 3) were applied to discharge estimation in 

a laboratory model. The intake of a low-head turbine unit was constructed for this 

purpose. The velocity profile was sarnpled according to code and noncode-based 

distributions of velocity measurements. Accuracy of discharge estimate, relative to a 

reference discharge, was the primary cnteria for evaluation. The laboratory results 

confimed the numerical analysis, i.e. buing the distribution of velocity measurements on 

an unrealized theoretical flow profile does not result in the most accurate estimate of 

discharge. Rather, an accurate estimate of discharge may be obtained using fewer 

velocity measumnents, which, m g e d  !O resolve the velocity profile, as in the Gauss- 

Legendre quadrature integration method. The implication of these findings is it is the 

distibution of velocity measurements, d e r  than the number, which is central to 

accurate discharge measurement. Thmfore, rather than cstablishing the distribution of 

mcaswmmt points according to an unsatisfied idealized profile, more accurate results 

could likely be obtained by attempting to nsolve the truc velocity profile. 

An obsmed relationship betwem the horizontal vclocity profile and unit discharge at 

Kmle Goacrating station prompted snalysis of a Reduced Data Set (RDS) method of 

cstimating discharge (Chapter 7). The RDS mehdology is baxd on a statistical 



relationship between the area under the velocity-horizontal position c w e  (RDS index 

number) and discharge. The goal of the RDS method is to provide an accurate estimate 

of discharge using a single horizontal transect of the velocity profle. The results of this 

analysis suggest that given the (apparent) sensitivity of the RDS method to position 

within the vertical traverse, it may be concluded that is not advisable to apply the RDS 

method without fint performing a statistical analysis on the relationship between RDS 

index number and discharge for al1 positions within the vertical traverse. Based on the 

results of this analysis, the optimum location for RDS data collection could be selected 

based on the statistical indicators of and standard e m r  of estimate. The RDS analysis 

(Chapter 7) suggests that selecting an RDS level in proximity to 0.1 10 fiom either the 

top or bottom flow boundary may yield more reliable results than an RDS level in 

proximity to the centerline of the intake. 

8.2 Conclusions 

The results of this research lead to the following conclusions: 

The distribution of'meascrement points based on the assumption of a velocity profile 

which is given by a l/n power law does not result in the most accurate discharge 

estimate. This suggests that this distribution does not adequately sample the velocity 

profile. 

An accunite estimate of discharge can be obtained using significantly fewer points 

than recornmended by German code. 

Using Gauss-Legendre quadrature numerical integration to sample the intake velocity 

profile yields accwate estimates of discharge. 

A statistical nlationship exists between the horizontal velocity profile and discharge. 

The strrngth of the relationship is dcpmdent on position within the vertical traverse. 



8.3 Recommendations 

Recommendations for fbture research include field testing of the Gauss-Legendre 

quadrature integration method to investigate the most reliable GLQ distribution to be 

used for discharge calculation. The results of the laboratory analysis suggest that a 5x5 

GLQ yields an accurate estimate of discharge, however, in field conditions, pethaps a 

higher order GLQ might better estimate discharge. The results of the GLQ could be 

compared to the discharge estimate obtained using the Geman code-based distribution of 

metering points as well as the ASME log-linear method. 

The Reduced Data Set testing methodology could be furiher investigated using both field 

as well as laboratory data. Data from another generating station in addition to laboratory 

data could be used for verification of the Kettle results. One advantage of the laboratory 

setting would be to test the RDS method under a variety of conditions by varying 

discharge and introducing flow obstructions. 

Recomrnendations for future laboratory research include comparing the velocity-area and 

acoustic methods of discharge measurement, as they are both suited to low-head plants. 
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WT 120000 
MG nTRAVERSING" 
PA 411022,920789 
80 
AM 
UT 6030 
m; m 1, 
MG "AT STATION 4 " 
UT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINOH 
PA 411022,532966 
80 
An 
ü'l' 2850 
n a " "  
Mc "AT STATION S a  
WT 130000 
WO "TRAMRSZNG" 
PA 4llO22,l4Sl42 
BO 
A! 
ü T  2120 
mm'' 
ffi 'AT STATION 6" 
UT l20000 



MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 729398,145142 
BG 
Au 
WT 6930 
H G " "  
MG "AT STATION 7" 
WT 120000 
130 "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 729398,531966 
BG 
AM 
UT 2020 
M n "  
MG "AT STATION 8 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 729398.920789 
BG 
AM 
WT 2790 
M G " "  
MG "AT STATION 9 (LAST STATION) 
WT 120000 
MG "STOP LOGGING ADV DATAn 
MG "RETURNING TO STATION O, On 
PA 0 ,O  
BG 
AM 
f f i  STATION O, PROGRAM COMPLETE" 
EN 



wqr 
K I  1 , l  
TL 9.5,g.S 
ER 1000, 1000 
OE 1,1 
SP 16000, 16000 
AC 4000, 4000 
DC 4000, 4000 
MG " 
MG "GQ4 -16 PT GAUSS-Q" 
MG "2 MIN/STAn 
M G " "  
MC nCHECX ADV" 
m3 "VER1 PY AT STATION 0000011 
MG " " 
MG "IF NOT, RESET DMC NOW!" 
WT 4000 
DP 0 .0  
MG "POSITION SET TO O, 0" 
MG "TRAVERS I NG 
PA 57076,101811 
BG 
AM 
WT 21300 
MG "AT STATION 1" 
MG "START ADVn 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 57076,362742 
BG 
AH 
WT 10070 
MG Il Il 

MG "AT STATION 2 " 

WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 57076,703105 
BG 
AM 
WT 5500 

II Il 

MC 'AT STATION 3"  
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS 1 NG " 

PA 5707 6,964116 
80 
Am 
WT l0SOO 
MG " * 
MG "AT STATION I n  
WT 120000 
HG "TRAVERSfNGU 
PA 271262,964116 
BG 
An 
WT 12940 
M Q * "  
üG "AT STATION Sa 
üT 120000 
BU3 "TRAWRSXNG" 
PA 271282,7031bS 
8G 
An 
KT 9400 
M G " "  
HG "AT STATION Lw 
lm 120000 



MG "TRAVERSINGm 
PA 271282,362742 
80 
AM 
WT 4480 , ,n . 
MG "AT STATXON 7" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 271282,103811 
BG 
AM 
WT 9930 
M O H "  
MG "AT STATION 8"  
WT 120000 
MG 'TRAVERSING" 
PA SSO762,lOl8ll 
BO 
AM 
WT 8730 
MG " ' 
MG "AT STATION 9" 
WT r20000 
MG 'lTRAVERSING" 
PA 550762,362742 
BG 
Au 
WT 9930 
MG If 

MG "AT STATION 10" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 550762,703165 
BG 
AM 
WT 4500 
MC; 19 n 

MG "AT STATION 11" 
WT 120000 
MC "TRAVERSING" 
PA S50762,964ll6 
BG 
AM 
WT 9400 
M G " "  
MG "AT STATION 12fl 
WT 120000 
MG nTRAVERSINGn 
PA 764968,964116 
BO 
AM 
WT 12400 
~ " "  
MG RAT STATION 13" 
KT 120000 
MG "TRAvEFlsING* 
PA 764960,703105 
BO 
AM 
üT 9400 
m r r  
HG "AT STATION 14" 
WT 120000 
S *TRIIVERSZNGn 
PA 764960,362712 
BQ 



Ar4 
WT 4480 
H G " "  
MG "AT STATION 15"  
WT 120000 
HG "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 764968,1018Il 
BG 
AM 
WT 9930 
m u *  
MC "AT STATION 16 (LAST STATION) lu 

WT l20000 
MG "STOP LOCGING ADV DATA" 
MG "ReTURNING TO STATION O,On 
PA 0.0 
BG 
AM 
MG "AT STATION O, PROGRAM COMPLETE" 
EN 



WcOS 
KI 1,l 
TL 9 . 5 . 9 . 5  
ER 1000, 1000 
OE 1,l 
SP 16000, 16000 
AC 4000, 4000 
DC 4000, 4000 , II . 
MG "GQ5 -2s PT GAUSS-Qn 
MG "2 MIN/STAn 
H G " "  
MG "CHECK ADVn 
MG "VERIFY AT STATION OOOOO~o 
M G " "  
MC "IF NûT, RESET DMC NOW!" 
WT 4000 
DP 0,O 
MG "POSITION SET TO O, O n  
MG "TRAVGRSING" 
PA 38562,79260 
BG 
AM 
WT 22500 
Mû "AT STATION 1" 
MG "START ADV" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 38562,263365 
BG 
AM 
WT 14200 

II a, 

MG "AT STATION 2" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 38562,532965 
BG 
AM 
WT 9000 
M G "  " 
MG "AT STATION 3 " 
WT 120000 
MC "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 3856a,802565 
BO 
AM 
WT 11100 
n G n n  
MG "AT STATION I n  
UT l20000 
MQ "TRAVERS f NO " 
PA 38S62,986976 
80 
AM 
UT 15200 
M G " "  
130 "AT STATION 5 "  
Ur 120000 
m "TRAVERSINO" 
PA 109699,91697 6 
W 
AM 
Ur l6000 
m e *  
MG "AT STATION 6' 
KT 110000 



MG "TRAVERÇING" 
PA 189699,802565 
BG 
AJ4 
WT 14000 
M e " "  
MG 'AT STATION 7" 
WT l20000 
ffi "TRAVERSINGw 
PA 189699,532965 
BG 
AM 
WT 9000 
M C " "  
MG "AT STATION 8 "  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINOH 
PA 189699,263365 
BG 
AM 
WT 10000 
M G " "  
MG "AT ÇTATION 9" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSINCH 
PA l69699,7926O 
BG 
AM 
WT 14600 
M G * "  
MG "AT STATION 10" 
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS ING " 
PA 4llO22,7926O 
BG 
AM 
UT 11600 
MG " 

MG "AT STATION 11" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 411022,263365 
BG 
AM 
WT 14200 
M G " "  
MG "AT STATION lZn 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSXNG" 
PA 411022,532965 
BG 
AM 
UT 9000 
M G " "  
MO "AT STATION 13" 
UT 120000 
MO "TRAVERSING" 
PA 411022,802565 
BO 
An 
WT 11100 
n o " "  
HG "AT STATXON 14" 
üT 120000 
UG "TRAMRSING* 
PA 411022,9(l6976 
BG 



AM 
WT 15200 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 15" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 632345,986976 
BG 
AM 
WT 11500 
H G n w  
MC "AT STATION 16" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSINCw 
PA 632345,002565 
BG 
AM 
WT 14000 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 17 " 
WT 120000 
MC " TRAVERS ING " 
PA 607675,532965 
BG 
AM 
WT 9000 

n ti 

MG "AT STATION 10" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINCH 
PA 632345,263365 
BG 
AM 
WT 10000 
W " "  
MG "AT STATION 19" 
WT 120000 
MG "TXAVERSINGn 
PA 632345,79260 
BG 
AM 
WT 14600 
H G " "  
MG "AT STATION 20" 
WT 120000 
MC "TRAVERSING" 
PA 783482,79260 
80 
AM 
WT 17490 
H G " "  
ffi "AT STATION 21" 
w7' 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 783482,263365 
BG 
AM 
üT 14200 
m ; " "  

*AT STATION 22" 
)iST 120000 
MO "TIUMRSXNG" 
PA 713402,532965 
80 
An 
Ui' 9000 
m a m  



MG "AT STATION 23" 
WT 120000 
m3 "TRAVERS ING" 
PA 783482,802565 
BG 
An 
WT 11100 
M c " "  
UG "AT STATION 24" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 783482,986976 
BG 
AM 
UT 15200 
MG " n 

MG "AT STATION 25 (LAST ONE)" 
WT 120000 
MG "STOP LOGGING ADV DATA" 
MG "RETURNING TO STATION 0000" 
PA 0,O 
BG 
AM 
MG "AT STATION O, PROGRAM COMPLETE" 
MG " " 
EN 



m a  
KI 1 , l  
TL 9.5,g.S 
ER 1000, 1000 
OE 1,l 
SP 16000, 16000 
AC 4000, 4000 
DC 4000, 4000 

Il Il 

MC "GQ6 -36 PT GAUSS-Q" 
mi "2  MIN/STAW 
MG " " 

MG "CHECK ADV1' 
MG "VERIFY AT STATION 00000" 

II " 
MG "IF NOT, RESET DMC NOWl " 
WT 4000 
DP 0,O 
MG "POSITION SET TO 0,011 
MG " TRAVERS ING" 
PA 27757,66095 
BO 
AM 
WT 22500 
MG "AT STATION ln 
MG I1START ADV" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING l' 
PA 27757,2OI909 
BG 
AM 
kFT 22000 
MG " 
MG "AT STATION 2" 
WT 120000 
MG I1TRAWZRS ING" 
PA 27757,41349l 
BO 
AM 
WT 13000 

Il " 
MG "AT STATION 3"  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING " 
PA 27757.652434 
BG 
AM 
WT 11100 
H G " "  
MG "AT STATION 4" 
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS ING * 
PA 27757,864016 
80 
An 

12400 
m ; " "  
HG "AT STATION 5"  
Ur 120000 
na "TRAVBRSINQ" 
PA I f  757,999a30 
80 
M 
UT 111500 
na'" 
MO "AT STATION 6' 
WT 120000 



MG "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 139250,999830 
80 
AM 
WT 24000 " n 

HG "AT STATION 7"  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSXNGn 
PA l392SO,864Ol6 
80 
AM 
WT 17400 
H G " "  
MG "AT STATION 8" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS 1 NG " 
PA 139250,652434 
BG 
AM 
WT 13400 
MG Il li 

MG "AT STATION 9 "  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS X NG '' 
PA 139250,413491 
BG 
AM 
WT 11300 
MC " 
MG "AT STATION 10" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING 
PA 1392S00201909 
BG 
An 
WT 14700 
MG " " 
MG STATION 11" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING 
PA 139250,66095 
BG 
AM 
WT 25000 
M G n n  
MG "AT STATION 12" 
WT 120000 
MG "TFCAVERSIHG" 
PA 312944,66095 
BC 
AM 
WT 15500 
M O " "  
MG 'AT STATION 13" 
WT 120000 
ffi "TRAVERBXNC?" 
PA 312944,201909 
80 
An 
UT 24200 
m i " "  
na "AT STATION 14" 
WT 120000 
ta "TRAVIIRSfNO" 
DA Jlt944,413491 
BQ 



AM 
13000 

H G "  " 
MG "AT STATION 15' 
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS ING Io 
PA 317944,652434 
Ba 
AM 
WT 11100 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 16" 
WT 120000 
MO "TRAVERSXNG" 
PA 312944,864016 
BG 
AM 
UT 12400 
MG " " 
MC 'AT STATION 17" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 312944,999830 
BG 
AM 
WT 18500 
M G * "  
MG "AT STATION 1 8 n  
WT i20000 
MG 'TRAVERS XNG" 
PA 509lOO,999830 
BG 
AM 
WT 13300 

n n 

MG "AT STATION 19" 
WT 120000 
MG ltTRAVERSING" 
PA SO9lOO,864016 
BG 
AM 
WT 17400 
M G " "  

MG "AT STATION 20" 
WT 120000 
MO " TRAVERS ING " 
PA 509100,652434 
BG 
AM 
WT 13400 
M G " "  
mi "AT STATION 21" 
WT 120000 
ffi "nuvERS1NGw 
PA SO9lOO, 41349% 
80 
AM 
UT 11300 
1 3 0 " "  
ffi "AT STATIQN 22" 
UT 120000 
)# "TRAVERSINO" 
PA 509100,201909 
BQ 
An 
UT 14700 
f f i " "  



MG "AT STATION 23" 
UT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA SO9IOO,6609S 
80 
AH 
WT 25000 
MG " 
HG "AT 3TATION 24" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS INCn 
PA 682794,66035 
HG 
AM 
WT 15100 
MG " 
MG "AT STATION 2Sn 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 682794,201909 
BG 
AM 
WT 2 2 0 0 0  
MG 
MG "AT STATION 26" 
WT 120000 
MG TRAVERS ING II 
PA 682794,413491 
BG 
AM 
WT 13000 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 27" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVER!3fNG" 
PA 682194,652434 
BG 
AM 
WT 11100 

n I l  

MG "AT STATION 28" 
WT l20000 
MG "TPAVERSING18 
PA 682794.864016 
BG 
AM 
WT 12400 

n Il 

MG "AT STATION 29" 
WT 120000 
i% "TRAVERSING" 
PA 682794,999830 
Ba 
AM 
WT 18500 
H G U '  
M *AT STATION 30" 
Ur 120000 
W "TRAVBRSXNO* 
PA 794207,999130 
BO 
AM 
WT 18100 
m m  
MG "AT STATION 31' 
WT 120000 
na "TRAvERSfW" 



PA 794287,064016 
BC 
AM 
WT 17400 * 1: Il 

MG "AT STATION 32" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 794287,6S2434 
80 
AM 
WT 13400 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 33" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING " 
PA 794287,413491 
BG 
AM 
UT 11300 
m; II II 

MG "AT STATION 34" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 794287,2Ol909 
BG 
AM 
WT 14700 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 3 5 "  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING TO LAST STAI ON" 
PA 794267,66095 
BG 
AM 
WT 25000 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 36 (LAST ONE)" 
WT 120000 
MG "STOP LOGGING ADV DATA" 
MG "RETURNING TO STATION 0000" 
PA 0,O 
BG 
AM 
M G " "  
MG "AT STATION O, PROCRAM COMPLETEU 
M o " "  
EN 



IIASME 
K I  1,l 
TL 9 . 5 , S . S  
ER 1000, 1000 
OE 1,l 
SP 16000, 16000 
AC 4000, 4000 
DC 4000, 4000 
H G n n  
MG "ASME -26 PT GAUSS-Q" 
MG "3 MIN/STAn 
M O " "  
MG "CHECK ADV" 
MG "VERIFY AT STATION 0000OVn 
M G " "  
MG " 1 F NOT, RESET DMC NOW ! ' 
WT 4000 
MG "POSITION SET TO 0,O" 
MG " TRAVERS1 NG" 
PA 75628,66299 
SG 
AM 
WT 21000 
MG "AT STATION 1" 
MG "START ADVn 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 75620,124407 
BG 
AM 
WT 23000 
MG " 
MG "AT STATION 2" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 75628,202623 
BG 
AM 
WT 16200 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 3" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 75620,532961 
BG 
AM 
WT 10800 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 4 "  
IiPT l2OOOO 
MC "TRAVERSING" 
?A 75628.783301 
80 
An 
WT 10100 
H G " "  
HG "AT STATIOSS 5" 
WT 120000 
rm " m ~ R s I N o "  
PA 75628,941515 
80 
An 
üT 16400 
MG'"' 
HG "AT STATION 6" 
WT 120000 
HG 18TRAVBRsIlmm 



PA 75628,999S94 
BG 
AM 
WT 23000 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 7"  
In' 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 302101,999594 
BG 
AM 
WT 11400 
M C n n  
MG "AT STATION S n  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 302101,783301 
BG 
AM 
WT 12590 
MG " " 
MG ''AT STATION 9" 
UT l2OOOO 
MG "TRAVERS ING" 
PA 302101,665641 
BG 
AM 
WT 18780 " Il 

MG "AT STATION 10" 
WT 120000 
MG TRAVERS ING " 
PA 302101,400282 
BG 
AM 
WT 10490 
MG " 
MG "AT STATION 11" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERS 1 NG 
PA 302101,282623 
BG 
AM 
W L8580 
MG " " 
MC "AT STATION 12" 
WT 120000 
MC "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 302101,66299 
BG 
AW 
WT 12530 
f f i " "  
iG "AT STATION 13" 
UT 120000 
MG "TRAVBRSING" 
PA 519943,66299 
BG 
An 
WT 13000 
m m  
HG *AT STATfOti 14" 
WT 120000 
Ii# "TRAVERS1 NQ* 
PA 519943,212623 
Ba 
Am 



WT 12530 
M G n n  
MG "AT STATION 15" 
WT 120000 
MO "TRAVERSING" 
PA Sl9943,400282 
80 
AM 
WT 18580 
n G u n  
MG "AT STATION 16" 
WT 120000 
NG "TWiI'ERSING" 
PA 519943,665641 
BG 
AM 
WT 10490 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION 17" 
WT 120000 
MG 'TRAVERS ING ' 
PA Sl9943.7833Oi 
BG 
AM 
WT 18780 
m; If " 
Ma "AT STATION 18" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 519943,999594 
80 
AM 
WT 12590 
MG " " 
MG nAT STATION 19" 
WT 120000 
MG f1 TRAVERS ING " 
PA 746416,999594 
BG 
AM 
WT 11630 
& " I l  

MG "AT STATION 2 0 "  
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 746416,911515 
00 
AM 
WT 23000 
M G " "  
HG "AT STATION 21" 
WT 120000 
MO "TRAVERSING" 
PA '746416,783301 
80 
AM 
üT 16400 
n e " "  
W "AT STATION 22" 
WP 120000 
t3G "TRISVERSINO" 
PA 746416,532961 
0G 
AH 
UT l0lOO 
l m " "  
UG "AT STATION 23' 



WT 120000 
MG "TR&VERSINGn 
PA 746416,282623 
BG 
AM 
WT 10800 

>l l a  

MG "AT STATION 24" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 746416,124407 
BO 
AM 
WT 16200 
M G " "  
MG "AT STATION 25 
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS ÏNG " 
PA 746416,66299 
BG 
AM 
WT 23000 
M G " "  
MG "AT STATION 26 ( M T  ONE) 
WT 120000 
MG "STOP LOGGING ADV DATAn 
MG "RETURNING TO STATION 0000" 
PA 0,O 
BG 
AM 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION O, PROGRAM COMPLETEn 
M G " "  
EN 



tGERM1 
K I  1,1 
TL 9.5,g.S 
ER 1000, 1000 
OE 1,l 
SP 16000, 26000 
AC 4000, 4000 
DC 4000, 4000 
M C " "  
MG "GERMAN METHOD (GERMl) 
MG "2 MIN/STAW 
MG " " 
MG "CHECK ADV" 
MG "VERIFY AT STATION O" 
MG " " 
MG "IF NOTIRESET DMC NOM!" 
WT 4000 
DP 0,O 
MG "POSITION SET TO 0,O" 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 23486,66329 
BG 
AM 
WT 10000 
MG " " 
MG "AT STATION ln 
MG " START ADV" 
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS 1 NG " 
PA 23486,13S423 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG "AT STATION 2" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 23486,271607 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
MC "AT STATION 3" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERS1 NO' 
PA 23406,441838 
BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MG "AT STATION 4" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 23486,635lOO 
80 
AM 
WT 13950 
ffi "AT STATION 5" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAMRSING" 
PA 23186,794316 
BO 
M 
WT 16490 
MQ "AT STATION 6" 
UT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS INû 
PA 23486, 930500 
Ra 
An 



WT 17100 
MC "AT STATION 7" 
WT l20000 
MG " TRAWRS ING" 
PA 23486,989594 
BG 
AM 
WT 21540 
MG "AT STATION 8" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS XNG" 
PA 70449,909594 
BG 
AM 
WT 22140 
MG "AT STATION gn  
WT 120000 
MG " TRAVERS ING " 
PA 70449,930500 
BG 
AM 
WT 21540 
MG '#AT STATION 10" 
IJT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 70449,794316 
BG 
AM 
w1' 17100 
MG "AT STATION 11" 
WT l2OOOO 
MG "TRAVERSXNG " 
PA 70449,635100 
BG 
AM 
WT 16490 
MG "AT STATION 12" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSINGw 
PA 70449,441838 
BG 
AM 
WT 13950 
MG "AT STATION 13" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSXNG" 
PA 70449,271607 
BO 
AM 
WT 14990 
HG "AT STATION 14" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSXNGn 
PA 70449,13S423 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
1i10 'AT STATION 15" 
Ur 120000 
ffi "TRAVIRSXNO" 
PA 70449,66329 
BQ 
An 
WT 21020 
ffi 'AT STATION 16" 
WT 120000 
iY; wTraverringn 



PA 161401,66329 
BG 
AM 
WT 18440 
MG "AT STATION 17" 
UT 120000 
MG " TRAVERSING 
PA 164401,135423 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG "AT STATION 1 8 "  
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSING 
PA 164401,271607 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
MG "AT STATION 19" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 164401,441838 
BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MG "AT STATION 20" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS INC" 
PA 164401,635100 
BG 
AM 
WT 13950 
MG "AT STATION 21" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSXNGn 
PA 164401,794316 
BG 
AM 
WT 16490 
MG "AT STATION 22" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 164401,930500 
BG 
AM 
WT 17100 
MG "AT STATION 23" 
WT l20000 
mi " TRAVERS f NG l' 
PA l644Ol,989594 
80 
AM 
WT 21540 
MG "AT STATION 2 4 "  
WT 1a0000 
mi ''TlLAvsRsrN~" 
PA 28186O, 989594 
80 
AM 
WT 17140 
l4G "AT STATION 25" 
UT 130000 
iW "TRAVBRSXNG" 
PA 2ui83a,930500 
80 
An 
KT 21540 



MG "AT STATION 26" 
WT l20000 
Mû "TRAVERS ING 
PA 281838,794316 
BG 
AM 
WT 17100 
MG "AT STATION 27" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING" 
PA 281838,635100 
BG 
AM 
WT 16490 
MG "AT STATION 28" 
WT 120000 
MG nTRAVERSING" 
PA 281838,441638 
BG 
AM 
WT 13950 
MG "AT STATION 29" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS INC" 
PA 281838,271607 
BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MC "AT STATION JOH 
W T  120000 
MG "TRAVERS INGH 
PA 281038,135423 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
MG "AT STATION 31" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAV€RSINGn 
PA 281838,66529 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG "AT STATION 3 2 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERS ING" 
PA 411022,66329 
BO 
AM 
WT 17000 
MO "AT STATION 33" 
UT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 4llO22,13S423 
BG 
AH 
ln' 21020 
P# "AT STATION 34*  
WT 120000 
130 "TRAVERSING" 
PA 4llO22,27l667 
BQ 
An 
bJT 17570 
UG "AT STATION 35" 
UT 120000 
ffi "TIUMRSINO" 
PA 411022,411838 



BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MG "AT STATION 36 (LAST GERM11" 
WT 120000 
MG "STOP L W G I N G  ADV DATA" 
HG "LOAD GERM2" 
EN 



UGERM2 
DP 411022,411838 
MG TRAVERSING TO STATION 37" 
PA 4llO22,63SlOO 
BG 
AM 
üT 4000 
MG START ADVn 
HG "AT STATION 37" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSTNG" 
PA 411022,794316 
8C 
AM 
WT 16490 
MG nAT STATION 38" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS 1 NG " 
PA 411022,930500 
BG 
AM 
WT 17100 
HG "AT STATION 39" 
WT 120000 
MG 'TRAVERS1NGn 
PA 411022,989594 
BG 
AM 
WT 21540 
MG "AT STATION 40" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING" 
PA 540165,989594 
BG 
AM 
WT 16700 
MG "AT STATION 41" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERS ING " 
PA 54Ol65,93OSOO 
BG 
AM 
WT 23540 
MG "AT STATION 42" 
WT 120000 
MG TRAVERS ING " 
PA 540165,794316 
BG 
AM 
WT 17100 
HG "AT STATION 43" 
WT 120000 
ffi "TRAVERS INGn 
PA S4OlLS,63SlOO 
80 
An 
W 16490 
MO "AT STATION 4dU 
WT 120000 
Ma "TRAVBRSINO" 
PA S4Ol65,441838 
BO 
An 
üT 13950 
mi "AT STATION 45" 
WT 120000 
f f i  "nuvriis1rn" 



PA 540165,273607 
BO 
AH 
WT 14990 
HG "AT STATION 46" 
WT 120000 
MC "TRAVERSINGn 
PA 540165,135423 
BO 
AM 
WT 17570 
MQ "AT STATION 47" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS ING" 
PA 540165,66329 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG "AT STATION 48' 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 657635,66329 
BG 
AM 
WT 17250 
MG "AT STATION 49" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSXNG" 
PA 657635,135423 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG 'AT STATION 50" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 657635,271607 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
MG "AT STATION 51" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSIUG " 
PA 657635,441038 
BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MG "AT STATION 52" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 657635,635100 
80 
AM 
WT 13950 
ffi "AT STATION 53" 
WT 120000 
ffi *fRA~RSXNG" 
PA 657635,194316 
80 
M 
UT 16490 
ffi "AT STATION 54" 
Ur 1~0000 

*TRAVBRSINGa 
PA 657635,930500 
8G 
Au 
UT 17100 



MG "AT STATION 55" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 657635,989591 
BG 
AH 
WT 21540 
MG "AT STATION 56" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 7SlS87,989594 
BG 
AM 
WT 19000 
MG "AT STATION 57" 
WT l20000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 751587,930500 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG "AT STATION S a n  
WT 120000 
MG 'TRAVERSINGn 
PA 751587,794316 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
MG "AT STATION 59" 
m 120000 
MG "TRAVERSXNG" 
PA 751587,635100 
BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MG 'AT STATION 60" 
WT 120000 
MG nTRAVERSING" 
PA 751587,441838 
BG 
AM 
WT 13950 
ffi "AT STATION 61'' 
KT 120000 
MO "TRAVERSING" 
PA 75l8Sî,271607 
BG 
AM 
WT 16490 
MG "AT STATION 62" 
WT l20000 
MG 'TRAVüRS1NGm 
PA 7518Sf,l35423 
BG 
An 
WT 17100 
110 "AT STATION 63" 
WT 120000 
mi " TRAVCRSX NO " 
PA fSl@Sf,66329 
0G 
Am 
WT 21540 
CIO "AT STATION 64' 
WT r20000 
HG "TRAImRSXNO" 
PA 79es34,66339 



BG 
AM 
WT 22300 
MG 'AT STATION 65" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 798534,l35423 
BG 
AM 
WT 21020 
MG "AT STATION 66" 
WT 120000 
MG UTRAVERSING" 
PA 798534,27160? 
BG 
AM 
WT 17570 
MG "AT STATION 6 7' 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERS1 NG TO 6 8 " 
PA 798S34,44l638 
BG 
AM 
WT 14990 
MG "AT STATION 68" 
WT 120000 
MG "TPAVERSING" 
PA 790534,635100 
BG 
AM 
WT 13950 
MG "AT STATION 69" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING " 
PA 798534,7943l6 
BG 
AM 
WT 16490 
MG "AT STATION 70:' 
WT l2OOOO 
MG " TRAVERSING " 
PA 798534,930500 
8G 
AM 
WT 17100 
MO "AT STATfON 71" 
WT 120000 
MG "TRAVERSING" 
PA 798534,999SS4 
BG 
An 
WT 21540 
MG "AT STATION 72 ( M T )  ' 
WT 120000 
MO "STOP IXKIOING DATAn 
MO "m TO 0,O" 
PA 0,O 
80 
AM 

"END O? PROGRAM, AT 0,0* 
BN 
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~*******t*********~*************************t**a* 

)This function calculatea the diecharge 
tfor gauss 2x2 distribution. 
CIt ia called by the matlab script file adv.m 
~* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
tLoad data filer 

load ~ontek\adv0707a.vel; 
veldat=adv0707a(:,4)/100; Zconvert from cm/a to m/a 

for position=l:4; 
vel @osit ion) -mean (veldat (start1inc:cndline) 1 ; 

ntartlinerendline+l920; 
endline-startline+l000; 

end 

vela = v ~ l  ; 
~ ~ * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * m * * * *  

1 
t 
tThe following portion of the script file ia used t o  re-arrange the 
tvelocity meaaurements into the correct order to be ueed in the 
tintcgration of the velocity profile. 
b 
tfor 2x2 the meaeured pointe are ordered aa followe: 
t 1,2,4,3 

tdefine 2 vectors for cach set of position8 
tvelYla is the original data file, uithout se-arrangement of velocitice 
tvelYlm ia the rnanipulated data file. 
tVel#$##m is a nxm array of velocity measurcmente. 

tThe following ia the code for CQ integration: 
C 
Zgx=vel2m*m; 
Cgy=gx.*vy; 
tqgl2=ruinIgy) (0 .5 *  (bx-ax) * O .  5 *  (by-ayl 1 ; 

Wrmrfonuing the poiitionn to -1 to +1 requirer the following equation 
txd-2%- (b+8) / (b-8) 
twhere x im the merrured poritioa, 
@a and b are the limita of the integral 
bxd ir tha required poiition betwan -1 and +1 
Wbe velocity muamurementi vcre made at the ipecified OQ locationm. 
U o  no tr.nmfarmm ire needed in port procerming. 
t 
QThe dfmaniionm of the int.ke are: 
t 



gx=va12mrwf 2 ; 
gy=gx.*wf2; 
qg12~eurn(gy)* (O.Sr (bx-ax) * O  .Sr (by-ayl 1 

Bave qgl2 qgl2 -asci i  -double - taba 
end 



t funct ion Gauss3 (n) 

%Lord data filei 
load eontek\adv0707b.vel; 
veldat=adv0707b(:,4)/100; 

for position=l:9; 
vel (position) =mean(veldat (atart1ine:endline)) ; 

etartline=endline+l920; 
cndline-startline+l080; 

end 

t * * a ~ * o a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * ~ i * m e m a m e * e e e * a * a . e ~ . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * a * * a * * * * * * * * * * a  

t 
b 
IThe following portion of the script file i a  ueed to re-arrange the 
tvelocity rneaeuremenrs into the correct order to be uscd in the 
tintegration of the velocity profile. 
tfor 3x3 the meaeured points are ordered as follows: 
t 1,2,3,6,5,4,7,8,9 
tdefine 2 vectots for each set of positions 
bvclY#a is the original data file, without re-arrangement of velocitiea 
tvel##m is the manipuiated data file. 
tVelWWWWrn is a m array of velocity meaeurements. 

+The following iu the code for GQ integration: 
t 
[bp3,wf3]-gaui8inr(-1,+1,3); 
tg%-ve13mrm; 
tgy-gx. *wy; 
tqgl3=aum (gy) (0.5. (bx-ue) * O .  5. (by-ay) 1 ; 

bTrmrforming the pomitiona to -1 to +1 requriea the following equition 
hd=Zx- (b+al/  (b-8) 
*wheoa x im the maaaured position, 
ta .nd b are the limita of the integral 
#xd im the required porition b8trn.n -1 8ad +1 

velocity meamurraantr were aude at the apecified G9 locationa. 
W o  no traamforaia are nedad in post procearing. 
4 
tThe dimanmiona of the intaka ara: 
8 



gx=ve13m*wf 3 ; 
gpgx.*wf3; 
qg13=sum(gy) ( 0 .  5 *  (bx-ax) * O .  5 *  (by-ay) ) 

aave qg13 qg13 -asci i  -double -taba 
end 



C'This function calculatee the diecharge 
Cf or gauss 4x4 distribution. 
tIt is called by the matlab acript file adv.m 
~**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

ttoad data filee 
load eontek\adv0704c .vel; 
veldat=adv0704c ( : , 4 )  /100; 

for positionrl:l6; 
vel (position) =mean (vcldat (start1inc:cndlinc) 1 ; 

startline=endline+l920; 
endline-etartline+l000; 

end 

~ . * * * * * * * * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
C 
t 
%The following portion of the script file ia used to re-arrange the 
tvelocity measuremente into the correct order to be used in the 
tintegration of the velocity profile. 
tfor 4x4 the meaeured pointa are ordered ae followe: 
t 1,2,3,4,8,7,6,5,9,10,11,12,16,15,14,13 
bdefine 2 vectora for each ect of positions 
Cvel##a i 8  the original data file, without re-arrangement of velocitiee 
CvelMm i r  the manipulated data file. 
CVclY$#bm is a nxm array of velocity meaeuremcntr. 

tThs following ir the code for GQ iategration: 
t 

tTrinrforming th8 poritioni to -1 to +1 requrier the following equation 
hda2x- (b+a) / (b-a) 
4whera x ii the meaiured position, 
ta rnb b are the limita of the integral 
I d  ir the raquirmd poiition bet-ea -1 and +1 
#Th8 velocity iuamur.rwatr wrrr 0.d. a t  the apecified GQ locationa. 



tSo no tranefcrrma are needed in poit procesiing. 
4 
*The dimeneions of t h e  intake are: 
4 

gx=vellrn*wf; 
gy=gx..wf; 
qql4=aum(gyl (0 .5 .  (bx--1 * O .  S *  (by-ay) 1 

Save qg14 qgl4 -aecii -double -taba 
end 



bThie function calculates the discharge 

&for gauae 5x5 distribution. 

for position=l:25; 
vel (poaition) mean (valdat (startline: tndlinc) 1 

etartline~endline+l920 
endline=etartline+l080 

end 

vel-vel ' ; 
velS=vel; 

C * * * * * * + e * e * * * * * * e * * e a * * * * * * e a e e * a * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * a * * o * e e * e a * ~ e * e * * * * * * * e a * * * e * * * * m * * * * ~  

b 
b 
tThe following portion of the script file ia uaed to re-arrange the 
tvelocity measurementa into the correct order to be uscd in the 
tintegration of the velocity profile. 
tfor 5x5 the meaiured points are ordered ae followe: 
b 1,2,3,4,10,9, 8,7,6,11,12,13,14, 1S020,19,18, 17, 16,21,22,23,24,25 
bdefine 2 vectors for each set of position8 
bvel##a is the original data file, without re-arrangement of velocitiea 
4velYlm ie the manipuïated data file. 
bVelYWYYm ie a nxm array of velocicy meaeurcmenta. 

CTâe follouing i r  the code for GQ intogratioa: 
Q 



~gx=vcl5m*m ; 
bgpgx. *wy;  
QqglS=aum(gyl (0.5. (bx-ax) * O  .5* (by-ay) ) ; 

QTranaforming the positions to -1 to +l requrieu the following cquation 
txd.2~- (b+a) / (b-a) 
twherc x is the meanured poeition, 
ta and b are the limita of the integral 
txd ia the rcquircd poeition betwcen -1 and +1 
tThe velocity measurementm wcre made at the mpccified GQ locations. 
tSo no transformn are needed in post procassing. 
t 
CThe dimenaione of the intake are: 
C 

gx=vcl5m*wf5; 
gymgx.*wf5; 
qgl5-aum(gy) (0.5* (bx-axl *O. S *  (by-ay) 1 

Bave qglS qg15 -aacii -double -tabs 
end 



~**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
4This function calculater the diecharge 
\for gauss 6x6 distribution. 
tIt is called by the matlab script file adv.m 
4 
t***************.******************t***************e********************************** 

kLoad data file6 
load rontek\adv0610c.vel; 
veldat-advO6lOc ( : , 4 )  /100; 

for poeition=l:36; 
vel(position)œmean(veldat(startlint:andline) 1 ; 

startline-endline+l920; 
endline=startline+l080; 

end 

\**i******************************************************~*************************** 

t 
4 
Whe following portion of the script file ie used to re-arrange the 
tvelocity measurernents into the correct order to be used in the 
tintegration of the velocity profile. 
+for 6 x 6  the rneasured pointm are ordered ae followe: 
4 1,2,3,4,5,6,12,11,10,9,~,7,13,14,1S,16817,10124123,22,21,20, 
t 19,25,26,27,28,29,30,36B3S,34133,32,31 
tdefine 2 vectors for each set of positions 
tvel##a ia the original data file, without re-arrangement of vclocitiee 
tvel#Um ia the manipulated data f i l e .  
tVel#WI#rn is a nxni array of velocity measurements. 



CThc following i s  the code for GQ integration: 
C 
(bp6,wf61=gauniint(-1,+1,6) ; 

CTranefoming the poeitione CO -1 t o  +1 rcquries the following equation 
txd=2x- (b+a) / (b-a) 
(where x is the meaiured position, 
ta  and b are the l imite  of the integral 
4xd i s  the required po i i t ion  between -1 and +1 
tThe ve loc i ty  measuremcnts were made a t  the epecified GQ locatione.  
*So no transfomi are needed i n  post proceseing. 
C 
bThe dimnsione of the intake are: 
I 

end 



CThie function calculates the discharge 
Cfor the asme distribution. 
CIt is called by the matlab ecript file adv.m 
~**** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
htoad data fileu 
load sontek\adv0707f.ve~; 
veldat=rdv0707f(:~4)/100; 

for position=l:26; 
vel (poeition) =mean (vcldat (startline : endlinel 1 ; 

etartline=cndline+l920; 
endline=etartlinc+l080; 

end 

~ * * * * * * * * * * * C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * m * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

t 
t 
tThe following portion of the ecript file is ueed ta re-arrange the 
Cvelocity measurementr into the correct order to be ueed in the 
Cintegration of the velocity profile. 
Cfor ASME the measured points are ordered as followa: 
tfor MME the measured points are ordered a6 followa: 
l 1,20304,5,607,13~12011010,9,8,1401S,160~7018019026025024~23022,21,20 
ldefine 2 vcctora for each set of positions 
tvel##a is the original data file, without re-arrangement of velocitiea 
tvelYUm ia the manipulated data file. 
lVelW##llm is a ~ n n  array of velocity measuremente. 

velaem 
velaam 
vclasm 
velaam 
velasm 
velasm 



%The dimenriona of the intake are: 
t 

&**r*re**4*r**.**r*e**ASME log-linear integration****e**m*****i,C***i,**************+** 
&The ASME integration method is bascd on using a weiqhted average of velocity 
Qmeasuremente acroaa the intake. 
&Grtater emphasis ie placed on the velocities measured in proximity to the boundaries. 
%Leas emphaais ie placed on the velocitiea mcaeured near the ccnter of the intake wherc 
%the flow i n  assumed CO bc more wiifonn. 
bThe M M E  distribution of metering points is baeed on the aaeumption that the flow 
&profile can be represented by a 1/7th power law. 

aemwtr(2 3 3 2;2 O O 2;53 3 5;O 6 6 0 ; 6  O O 6; O 6  6 0 ;s  3 3 5;2 O O 2;2 3 3 2); 
mult=velasm(l, l)*asmwt(l, l } + v t l a 8 m ~ ~ , 2 ) ~ t ~ l , 3 1 + v e l a ~ 1 m ( l , 4 ~  *aem 
wt(1,4)+velaem(2,1)*asmwt (2,l)+velasm(2,2) *a8mwt~2,2~+velasm~2,3~*asmwt (2,3)+vclaem(2,4)* 
asma (2,4) +velaem(3,l) *asmwt(3,1) +velasm(3,2)*asrnwt (3,2) +velanm(3,3) *asmwt (3.3) +velasm(3, 
4) *asmwt ( 3 , 4 )  +velaam(4,1) *aemwt (4,ll +velarm(4,2)*asmwt (l,?) +velaam(4, 3) *asmwt (4,3) +velasm 
(4,4) *aemwt (4,4)+velasm(5,1)*aamwt(5,1)+velarm(5,21*arm~(5,2)+vclasm(5,3)*asmwt(5,3i+vel 
asm(5,4) *aemwt(S,4~+velaem~6,1)*asmvt(6,l~+~elasm~6,21*asm~~6,2)+ve~asm~6,3~*aumwt ( 6 , 3 ) +  
velasm(6,4) *aemwt(6,4) + 
vtlaam(7,l) *aemwt(7,l)+v~la~m(7,2)*asmwt(7,2)+velaim~7,3)*armwt(7,3)+velasm(7,4)*asmut (7, 
4) +velasm(0,l)*a~mwt(8,l)+vcla8m(8,2)*aemwt (0,2)+velasm(@, 3)*aimwt(8,3) +velasm(~,4~*a~mwt 
(8,4) +velaam(9,1)*asmwt (g,l)+vclasm(9,2) *aemwt (9,2)+velaem(9,3) *a~smwt(9,3)+velasm(9,4~*a~ 
mwt (9,4) ; 

qasm=(mult/96)*1.04*1.27; 
Save qaem qaam -ascii -double -taba 

end 



tfunct ion qgerm=germ(n, veldat , vel) ; 

tfunction gem(n,veldat,vel) ; 

tThis function calculatee the dishcrrge 

tfor the aeme dietribut ion. 

CIt in called by the mtlab script file adv.m 
~* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
tLoad the data filca: 
load aontck\adv0708a.vel; tfor Gennl 
veldatl-adv0708a(:,4~/100; 

load eontek\adv0708b.vel; tfor Germ2 
veldat2=advO708b(:,4)/100; 

for poeition=l:36; 
vell(position)-mean(vcldatltetart1inc:cndline) 1 ; 

startline=endline+l920; 
endlinc=atartline+l000; 

end 

for positionrl:36; 
vel2 (position) rmean(veldat2 (start1inc:cndline) 1 ; 

atartline=endlina+1920; 
endline=etartline+l080 ; 

end 

vcll=vell~; 
vel2=vel2 l ; 
tvelgerm=vel; 
v+lr [vell;vel2] ; tconcatenate Gennl and G e m 2  

t * r a * * * r * * * r r , * e * r * * * C e ~  fntegrrtion********~~***e*****e**e**m~**********~***m**ee 
tThe Gerniarr integrition method ir biied on calculating flow through three 
trepresentative flow arcae; edge, corner, and ccnter. 
QThe uhape of the elements, ai well as the distribution of metering pointe 
tii baied on a flow profile which c m  be represented by a 1/7th power lru. 
b 
bThe formula for edge elements ie given by: 
b 
b W and H are the width and height dimenrions of the eletne 
Q v= (Vl+VZI / 2  
CThe formula for corner elementm ii given by: 
t 
Q W and H are the width and height dimanaionm of the cleme 
e V ii the velocity at the  corner 
CThe formula for center elemcnts ir givea by: 
C 
Q VI (Vl+V2+V3+V4 1 /4 
C W md H are the width utd haight dim8nrionr of the eleau 

QThe e0.01 8t th8 end of each elamrnt dimcharge 
Qrqurtioa ia to convere the velocity from cm/m to O/.. 
*A11 alamant dinwniionm are in nuterm. 
QThe reaulting diicbrrge will be in cairn. 
Q 



t 
C 
tThe heights  and widthe of the center elementi are given i n  
Cvectore gennh and gtnnw reapect ive ly .  

Center Elemenr 8 



b 
t 
tThe formula for corner elenente ie given by: 
4 
t 
twhere : v ie the corner velocity 
t 
t 

Corner Element e 

H i s  the element height 
W is the  element width 

t Total Dischargc 
t 
QTotal diecharge is calculated as the eunxaation of the individual flow elements. 

qgenn=sum (velgenn) ; 
iave qgem qgerm -aicii -double -taba 

%The intake velocity profile for the intake in given by the matrix 
bof velocitiea as mearured by the Geraun dietribution of metering points. 
tTo plot the profile, the vcctor of Gerrmn velocitiei munt be rearranged 
binto a matrix. 
QThs nutrix ir given by profila 



rneeh ( f  l i p l r  (profile) 

end 
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tThie 8cript file is uaed to calculate the RDS factor 
%for each Ott meter test conducted a t  Kettle Generating Station. 
\The RDS factor is taken as the intcgrated area under the velocity- 
thorizontal poeition curve for a given elevation within the 
tOtt meter traverse. 

load rdn1266.drt 
ve13rrdu1266+0 -3048; 
load rds924.d.t; 
vell=rds924*0.3040 ; 
load rdsll58.dat; 
vel2-rdsli58*0.3040; 

tThe horizontal locatione of the velocity measurcmente are: 
m=(0.02541942, 0.095597021, 0.21403152, 0.347229283, 0.499745006, 0.652262328, 
O. 78596848,O. 904422979, 0.97458OS] ; 

t Def ine the rcquired data points 
xrqd=[0.025:0.01:0.9741; 

for i-l:345 
zz j =sprint (xm, vel3 ( i ,  : 1 , xrqd) ; 

zzj-zzj l ; 
rdsfact (il -trapz(xrqd,rrj) e5.69; 

clear zz  j 
end 

figure (11 
set (gca, 'XTickLabcle', [-1:0.5:11 1 
hold on 
plot(zzj(1, : ) ,  @m-') 
plot (zzj ( 4 ,  : 1 , *b-1 1 
plot (zzj (7, : ) ,  ' c - ' )  
plot(2zj ( 9 ,  : ) ,  'g-0) 
legend(~m-~,i25t Gate1, t b - 1 , i 6 0 ~ ~ l ~ c - 1 , u 8 0 t ~ l  lg-',I100t1) 
title('iJnit 1 A: Velocity Profiles O 0.15H from Top of Intakel) 
hold off 
print rdel -fl -dmcta 
clcar zzj 

for k-1:9 
zz  j (k, : ) lepline (x, vc12 (k, : 1 , xrqdl ; 
end 

figure(2) 
set(gca, lXTick&belml, [-1:0.5:11) 
hold on 
plot (ztj (1, : )  , l m - ' 1  
plot (zzj (4, : 1, *b-#) 
plot(rzj(7, : ) ,  ' c - * )  
plot (zzj (9, :)  , Ig-') 
legend(1m-1,125b Gate8, ~b-1,1601@,1c-t,*B0t@,*g-8,i10018i 
titla( @Unit 1 A: Velocity Profil88 0.67H froni Top of fatrke8 ) 
hold off 

for k=l:9 
z z j  (k, : 1 =ipline (x,vel3 (k, : ,xrqdl ; 
and 

figure ( 3 ) 
set (gca, *XTickLabelmt , 1-1:O .5:11) 
hold on 
plot(zzj(1, : ) ,  @m-@) 
plot(ttj(4, : ) ,  'b-'1 
plot(mj ( 7 ,  : 1 ,  ' c - '1  



plot ( z z j  ( 9 #  : 1 # Ig-l) 
legend('m-1,12St Gate1, tb-','60tt,'c-t,t80Q1,1g-o,'100Q1) 
title ( 'Unit 1 A: Velocity Prof ilea 0.9lH from Top of Intake' 
hold off 

end 

+Filen factl, fact2, and fact3 contain the array of velocity factors 
Qfor RDS teuting lcveln 92.4, 115.0, and 126.6 ft ceapectively. 



t Script file to perform 3D cubic spline interpolation 
t on a grid of Ott meter mcarurementa. 
t xm & ym are the metering point coordinatea expresscd 
t as a proportion of the intake opening, in the horizontal and vertical directions 

load c : \uaers\pam\matlab\ketvcl . dat ; 
zm=ketvel ; 

C The relative location of the meaaured vclocity points are 
m= [O. 02541942 ,  O .  095571021, O .  214031;Z1 O .  347229283,  O .  499745806 .  0 .652262328,  
0 .78596848,  O .  904422979 ,  O .  97458051 ; 
ym= [O .011061947,  O. 039823009,  0 . 092920354 ,  O. 150442178,  O. 216814159,  
0 .329646018 ,0 .442477876 ,  0.555309735,  0 . 6 6 8 1 1 1 5 9 3 ,  0 , 7 8 0 9 7 3 4 5 ,  0 . 8 4 7 3 4 5 1 3 ,  0 .90707964,  
0 .95796460,  O. 988938OS3J ; 

t The area of the intake in f t .2  ia: 
ARIZA= (879.  249/2)  ; 

8 Def ine the rcquired data points 
xrqd=[0.025:0.001:0.9741 ; 
yrqd=[O.011:0.001:0.9881 ; 

t Sub-dfvidc the matrix of kettle velocity measurernents into 9x14 matrices 

for test.1 

h Perform the interpolation along rows 
for j~(etart1ine:endline) 

zj (j-atartlinc+l, : )  =spline (xm, zm( j, : )  ,xrqd) ; 
end 

t Perform the interpolation along columns 
t z  j -zero8 (length (yrqd) , sfrs (xrqdO 2 1 ) ; 

zzj=zzj ' ; 
zj=zjl; 

for km1 : nize  ixrqd, 2)  

end 

petform GQ integration procedure 
rrum=O ; 

t rum=o ; 
for i=l:m 
for j=l:m 

end 



tium=taum+asum; 
amm-0 ; 

end 

end 





Table D. 1 .  Rcfercnce Discharge and RDS Discharge Estimates 

I 

Unit 

1 

1 

A 50 227.02 80.50 37.92 34.43 

lntake 

A 

A 

Gate 

25 

40 

Q rcf 

127.27 

190.66 

Q Estinte (RDS ) 

0.15H 

110.00 

65.05 

0.67 H 

92.5 1 

107.1 1 

0.91 H 

20.69 

32.21 



Unit 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Intakt 

' B 

B 

B 

B 

' B 

B 

Gate 

40 

50 

60 

65 

70 

80 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

90 

100 

25 

40 

50 

B 

B 

C 

C 

C 

Qref 

i25.29 

266.38 

300.99 

314.78 

324.7 1 

Q Estimate 
(RDS ) 
0.15 H 

88.92 

96.98 

74.50 

86.29 

93.58 

358.87 

372.50 

198.95 

293.61 

349.72 

113.04 

67.61 

103.13 

1 17.59 

73.15 

106.70 

1 1  1.10 

65.92 

77.07 

77.73 

94.18 

97.33 

36.92 . 
54.77 

M.88 

- 

0.67 H 

113.88 

61.71 

85.39 

98.53 

68 9 4  

335.88 

0.91 H 

58.82 

69-19 

78.19 

82.n 

84.95 

97 -94 102.60 89.54 



Unit 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
r 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

lnukc 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

Gar 

60 

65 

70 

80 

90 

Q d  

336.30 

359.38 

376.07 

401.03 

425.50 

70.1 8 

85.50 

96.64 

105.78 

126.1 7 

66.96 

(RDS ) 
0.15 H 

63.17 

74.82 

82.08 

89.39 

94.24 

10 

25 

40 

50 

60 

27.03 

39.39 

46.59 

178.97 

259.42 

307.86 

3 50.76 

C 

C 

C 

C 

99.35 

109.36 

69.43 

83.50 

64.85 

446.39 

143.87 

208.80 

246.48 

280.26 

25 

40 

50 
y--- 

60 

C 

C 

0.67 H 

79.17 

91.71 

75.72 

93.77 

108.82 

65 

70 

369.20 

380.00 

0.91 H 

70.61 

75.69 

79.25 
1 

83.89 

88.10 

71.39 

98.38 

1 13.32 

32.90 

75.21 

65 

70 

80 

90 

100 

25 

40 

50 

60 

65 

C 

C 

C 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

93+92 

19.86 

28.90 

34.45 

37.66 

92.61 

38.39 

88 .O7 

101.49 

47.54 

101 .70 

1 17.72 

53.39 

85.77 

91.31 

40.26 

4 1.93 

44.54 
1 

56.12 

47.42 

30.67 

44.44 

53.38 

297.8 1 

304.08 

324.54 

340.66 

346.38 

179.82 

259.73 

309.76 

35 1.24 

373.52 

79.46 

82.52 

92.25 

97.01 

104.04 

64.29 

77.48 

88.3 1 

66.65 

77.22 

102.26 

733 1 

80 ' 
90 

100 

25 

40 

W )  

60 

65 

82.50 

91.60 

97.37 

99.02 

82.13 

98.10 

60.8 1 

90.40 

108.31 

71.65 

70 

80 

90 

100 

100.49 

107.Ol 

11038 

103.38 

64.70 

78.98 

87.99 

69.32 

54.84 

58.34 

405.16 

424.48 

433.11 

139.72 

206.62 

248.W 

2893 

2%. 1 6 

60.08 

62.50 
1 

65.87 

68.84 

73.19 

73.33 

380.16 

406.04 

425.36 

434.47 

9537 

113.S2 

05-39 

97 .S3 

11355 

39.80 

70.16 

85.82 

61.67 

64 52 

65.54 
1 

1 5.72 
1 

25.20 

30.47 

36.91 

34% 





Unit 

6 

Intlkc 

6 B 9 0  

B 

Gale 

100 

Q rcf 

430.74 

446.33 

(RDS ) 
0.15 H 

84.11 

92.39 

0.67 H 

98.27 

106.43 

0.91 H 

77.76 

80.89 



' Unit Intakc G8lc Q ~f 
(RDS ) 
0.15 H 0.67 H 0.91 H 



Unit Gate lntakc 0.91 H Qrcf 

Q Estimate 
(RDS ) 
0.15 H 0.67 H 



I 

I 

, 

Unit 

10 

10 

10 

0.91 H 

61 -78 

64.33 

64.57 
, 

lntakc 

B 

B 

B 

Q Estimite 
(RDS ) 
0.15 H 

8427 

87.77 

90.90 

66.46 IO 

0.67 H 

49.9 1 

74.69 

88.86 

Gatc 

60 

65 

65 

1 0  

\ O  

B 

Qmf 

338.80 

353.05 

349.39 

B 

B 

70 

80 

90 

10 

IO 

10 

10 

10 

I O  

I O  

I O  

I O  

10 

100 

100 

25 

40 

50 

50 

60 

65 

65 

70 

80 

90 

100 

100 

40 

50 

! 
55 

60 

43.80 356.39 

B 

B 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

80.25 

379.94 

404.96 

I o !  = 

1 

64.22 

74.21 

420.29 

414.68 

180.25 

272.71 

320.0 1 

3 12.85 

358.45 

375.78 

366.52 

378.63 

405.44 

430.87 

444.47 

436.89 

208.88 

25 1.82 

275.43 

292.4 1 

60.60 

69.04 

I O  

10 

10 

11 

1 1  

1 03 .O3 

7121 

50.20 

67.65 

80.03 

81.71 

90.76 

93.97 

96.98 

105.60 

75.52 

90.03 

109.73 

75.82 

92.16 

66.60 

74.55 

80.1 1 

312.18 

327.84 

353.13 

377.78 

393.74 

220.91 

272.97 

297.75 

319.43 

338.5 1 

356.24 

383.05 

69.29 

76.84 

46.60 

69.55 

87.78 

69.2 1 

89.48 

107.20 

61 .56 

18.08 

93.33 

5 1.97 

62.65 

72.12 

56.05 

73.32 

81.98 

93.96 

47.11 

C 

C 

C 

A 

A 

I I  

I I  

1 1  

II 

I I  

Il 

Il 

I l  

II 

11 
L 

II 

I l  

84 .46 

83.83 

61.21 

72.79 

91.92 

57.74 

65.15 

70.52 

74.62 

78.78 

95.30 

69.70 

106.54 

31-06 

65.84 

79.9 1 

11.67 

86.36 

98.34 

68.76 

97.06 

llt.75 

46.60 

71.28 

56.23 

56.94 

62.10 

69.58 

7 1.20 

45.33 

55.53 

58.17 

63.21 

66.13 

71.91 

76.68 

78.88 

79.0 1 

39.84 
I 

59.2 1 

68.84 

68.24 

77.79 

79.95 
l 

79.26 

82.57 

88,28 

95.09 

94.61 

95.76 

37.37 

46.28 

! I I !  A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

i 

93.75 I I  

65 

70 

80 

90 

48.58 

5 1.89 A 

A 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

100 

10 

50 

55 

60 

65 

70 

80 



Unit 

1 1  

I I  

Iniakc 

C 

C 

Gate 

4 0 '  

50 

Q rcf 

228.52 

274. 16 

(RDS ) 
0.15 H 

74.86 

0.67 H 

89.1 1 
I 

0.91 H 

33.03 ' 

82.62 1 102.21 41.45 



Unit ' tntake 
I 

Gate 1 Q rcf 
(RDS ) 
0.15 H 0.67 H 0.91 H 




